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INITIAL COMMENTS OF THE GREETING CARD ASSOCIATION
The Greeting Card Association (GCA) files these Initial Comments pursuant to
Order No. 1847 and Presiding Officer's Ruling No. R2013-11/1. GCA's filing is in two
parts: the document titled "Initial Comments" and the "Statement of Dr. James A. Clifton
on Behalf of the Greeting Card Association" which follows. Together they constitute
GCA's comments in this phase of the proceeding.

The principal issues we deal with are (i) the actual financial impact caused, within
the meaning of 39 U.S.C. sec. 3622(d)(1)(E), by the 2008-2009 recession and how the
Postal Service approach overestimates it, and (ii) whether the proposed rate
adjustments meet the "reasonable, equitable, and necessary" test of that provision. The
question whether a new classification distinction, introduced in Docket R2013-10 and
continued in the rates proposed here, satisfies the ratemaking standards of the Postal
Accountability and Enhancement Act (PAEA) has been deferred to the next Annual
Compliance Determination, and we offer only limited comment on it.

I. THE IMPACT OF THE RECESSION

A. Introduction

Since Docket R2010-4 and its sequels in the Court of Appeals and on remand at
the Commission, it is clear that the Postal Service, in submitting an exigent request to
the Commission, must meet two major obligations before the reasonableness, equity,
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and necessity of the proposed rates can even be considered. It must (i) explain, and
prove, the causal relationship between the exigent event and its claimed adverse
impact, and (ii) quantify the net adverse financial impact of the exigent circumstances
and “[d]emonstrate that the amount of the proposed adjustment does not exceed” that
net impact.1
The Request in this case asserts at various points2 that the proposed revenue
increment is much less than the net adverse impact; evidently the Postal Service, like
Lord Clive, stands astonished at its own moderation. For this argument to have any
force, however, the adverse impact of the recession must have been correctly
represented, with respect both to its amount and to the causal relationship of that
amount with the exigency itself. Analysis of the Request in this Docket shows that it
meets neither of these requirements.

B. What adverse impact did the “Great Recession” actually cause?
Inclusion of post-recession “effects.” A striking feature of the Request, and in
particular of witness Thress’s contribution, is the inclusion of adverse impacts said to
have occurred after the “official” end of the recession in June 2009.3 We call this
feature “striking” in part because the Commission has already called such a procedure
into question:
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Order No. 864, p. 25. In this case, the Postal Service accepts the 2008-2009 recession as the (only)
exigency to be considered. Renewed Exigent Request of the United States Postal Service in Response
to Commission Order No. 1059 ("Request"), p. 2.
2

Request, pp. 2, 9-10, 11. Postal Service witness Taufique states explicitly that “[t]he harm created by
the Great Recession would warrant a higher Exigent increase.” Statement of Altaf Taufique on Behalf of
the United States Postal Service (“Taufique Statement”), p. 11. It should be noted, however, that the
revenue request in this Docket is not far short of what was sought in Docket R2013-10(R): $2.3 billion
(Initial Comments of the United States Postal Service, pp. 2, 31-32, and Table Four).
3

We use “official” as shorthand for the beginning and ending dates of the 2007-09 recession assigned by
the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) – respectively, FY 2008Q1 and FY 2009Q3 (end)..
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. . . [A]ccording to the National Bureau of Economics [sic], the recession officially
began in December 2007 which corresponds to the end of the first quarter of
Postal Service FY 2008, and ended in June 2009 , at the close of FY 2009
quarter 3. Inclusion of any volume loss prior to the beginning of the recession, or
experienced after the close of the recession in an analysis of the impact of the
extraordinary or exceptional circumstance would appear to be problematic.[4]
Because the adverse impact must be “due to” the recession, an obvious question is
whether the Service’s inclusion of impacts as late as FY 2012 is permissible.
Post-recession “effects” should not be included. Mr. Thress’s procedure is, in
simple terms, to identify the macroeconomic drivers of mail volume, and on that basis to
produce econometric estimates of mail volume as far out as FY 2013Q3 on the
counterfactual premise of no recession.5 He then compares these estimates with the
(substantially lower) actual volumes, and presents the difference as the adverse impact.
It is said to have risen to about $6.65 billion by FY 2012. Mr. Thress’s effort to exclude
non-recession independent variables, such as electronic diversion, is of course an
appropriate move under the principles announced in Orders 547 and 864. How far that
effort succeeded is discussed at pp. 12 et seq., below, and in Dr. Clifton's Statement.

This approach immediately presents a logical problem. If mail volumes during
the recession (i.e., between FY 2008Q1 and FY 2009Q3) were relevantly determined by
the macroeconomic factors Mr. Thress identifies, they must have been determined by
those factors as they then were. Leaving aside, for simplicity, the effect of time lags, we
would expect the macroeconomic factors prevailing in, say, 2009Q1 to cause the
behavior of mail volumes in that quarter to be what it was. That causal relationship
would satisfy the standards enunciated in Orders 547 and 864.

But if that is so, it is incoherent to say that the behavior of mail volumes in, e.g.,
FY 2012Q4 was caused not by the macroeconomic factors as they were in that quarter,
4

Order No. 547, p. 79 (italics added).
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Further Statement of Thomas E. Thress on Behalf of the United States Postal Service ("Thress Further
Statement), p. 7.
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but by those prevailing a good many quarters earlier, during the course of the recession.
Yet that, in effect, is the Postal Service’s claim.6
A misleading analogy? Mr. Thress’s approach appears to treat the impacts of
the recession on mail volume as a kind of persisting damage, which continues to exist
after the recession itself has ended. Because an economy is a dynamic system, this
approach seems to be a mistake. An illustration may be helpful.
Assume that A is injured through B’s negligence; as a result, A loses an arm and
is permanently partially disabled. His future earning capacity is thereby reduced. If an
appropriate, and appropriately discounted, estimate of that reduction is presented, it
may figure in the damages award against B. This is feasible just because A’s disability
is, ex hypothesi, a permanent one. Counting the present value of his future lost
earnings as present damages entails a tacit ceteris paribus condition – which in the
case of a permanent disability is of course very likely to be valid.

An economic recession is not analogous to an amputated arm. Generally, a
missing limb is gone for good, but economies recover from downturns – as our own is
now in the process of doing.7 In other words: when one is examining an economy –
almost by definition a dynamic system – there is no place for the ceteris paribus
condition assumed in the tort award. And since it must be the macroeconomic factors
prevailing in FY 2012 which, pro tanto, determined what mail volumes would be in FY
2012, it follows that the negligence-case analogy, which Mr. Thress’s argument strongly
suggests was followed here, is erroneous. Further falling volumes in postal products
after the recession ended, in short, were not caused by the recession, and hence are
not “due to exceptional or extraordinary circumstances,” as the statute requires. While
they are not results of the exigency it is not hard to think of reasons for them: continued
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Mr. Thress does not, of course, assert baldly that dynamic conditions in 2007 or 2008 directly caused
volume to be what it was in 2012. But his imposition of diversion trends, discussed briefly at pp.15 et seq.
below and more extensively in the Clifton Statement, amounts to the same thing.
7

See, in this connection, the discussion in Order No. 547, p. 67.
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electronic diversion for First-Class (Single-Piece and Presort), and increased mailer
sophistication in using the Internet for advertising, as regards Standard Mail and ECR.

On this basis, we can see that post-recession losses form a material part of the
Service’s damages claim. Mr. Thress’s Table Two includes a column of “MacroEconomy & Recession-Induced Factors” broken down into year-by-year components
and cumulations. Taking First-Class Mail as an example:

YEAR

LOSS (million pieces)

RUNNING TOTAL LOSS

2008

3,926.9

2009

6,110.1

10,037.0

2010

4,994.6

15,031.7

2011

4,012.3

19,044.0

2012

3,546.2

22,590.2

If, for simplicity, we count only full years, 2010 through 2012 would be post-recession
years. Subtracting the First-Class Mail losses for those years from the 2008-2012 total
reduces the loss from 22,590.2 million to 10,037.0 million pieces, a reduction of
12,553.2 million pieces or 55.6 percent. Similar effects would occur in other classes.
The impact of this correction on the Postal Service’s damage claim is self-evident.

B. The statutory context

The special circumstances contemplated by the exigency provision. The
distinction just drawn between this Docket and our hypothetical negligence case leads
naturally to the observation that the legal framework in which the impact estimation is
presented has a great deal to do with how it should be both conducted and evaluated.
In this case there are at least two such considerations requiring discussion.
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“Exceptional or extraordinary circumstances”. It is common ground in this case,
as it came to be in its predecessor, that the exigent event is the 2008-09 recession,
defined as to duration by the NBER start and end dates. The Commission found that it
qualified as an exceptional or extraordinary event.8 It is important to bear in mind that
this recession, so defined, is the exigency on which this case rests, because Mr.
Thress’s presentation tends to blur the distinction between the exigency properly so
called and certain economic conditions in later years, and even before the recession
began.

Mr. Thress, for example, after acknowledging the NBER dating of the recession,
argues that
. . . The U.S. macro-economy does not, however, move purely in unison.
Weaknesses in one sector may gradually expand to other sectors until they
reach enough of the economy to be identifiable as a full-blown recession.
Likewise, some sectors of the economy may be quicker to recover from
recession than others, so that some sectors of the economy may effectively
remain in recession even after the macro-economy in general has moved into
recovery.
In the case of the Postal Service, mail volumes, and the sectors of the
economy that are the heaviest users of mail, both of these things occurred. . . .
Because of this, the exigent factors that are generally explained (here and
elsewhere) as being due to the Great Recession began to adversely affect mail
volumes already in FY 2007.
Even more significant to the Postal Service, the Postal Service’s financial
losses due to factors related to and triggered by the Great Recession continue to
accrue even now, four years after the general U.S. economy has been in
recovery.[9]
Mr. Thress’s narrative description of how economies in general behave during the runup to and recovery from a recession is no doubt largely right10, but does not really
8

Order No. 547, pp. 49-53.

9

Thress Further Statement, p. 6.

10 10

His model, however, has a highly problematic employment variable trending downward throughout
the 2002-2007 period, a period of economic growth with increases in employment. See the discussion at
Clifton Statement, pp. 30-32, surrounding Figure 11.
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address the requirements of an exigency case under 39 U.S.C. sec. 3622(d)(1)(E). He
has argued that some adverse effects of the recession preceded its official start11 and
(more significantly for our purposes) that some lingered on after its official end.
Significantly, however, Mr. Thress does not argue, let alone demonstrate, that these
preceding and subsequent effects were “extraordinary or exceptional.” Nor could it be
argued that since the recession itself was extraordinary or exceptional, it is at least
plausible that conditions (including adverse impacts) following it were “caused by the
exigency.” We showed above that conditions, including mail volumes, after the
acknowledged exigency ended were, as a matter of logic, caused by contemporaneous
macroeconomic drivers, not by those which prevailed during the recession itself. It
follows that any volume losses (i.e., by comparison with an econometric estimate of
volume absent the recession) which occurred after the recession’s end do not qualify as
impacts of the exigency and cannot be counted in this case.

The statutory role of the exigency provision. Closely related to these
considerations is the now firmly established principle that the exigency provision is a
narrow exception to the price cap. The Commission so held in Order No. 547.12 The
Court of Appeals agreed. This determination, moreover, was directly related to the
interpretation of the statutory term “due to,” and thus to the question of what would
count as a causal relationship between exigency and impact.

GCA submits that what has been said above also shows that accepting post- (or
pre-) recession conditions as “caused by” the recession would contravene the
established construction of sec. 3622(d)(1)(E) as a narrow exception to the price cap.
In first propounding the requirement of a causal relationship, the Commission said that
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The notion that even though the 2008-09 recession has been accepted as the exigency, to which a
causal relationship must be shown, events occurring before it began could have been caused by it is, to
say the least, problematic. While some students are willing to admit the theoretical possibility of an
effect’s preceding its cause (see, e.g., the discussion in G. H. von Wright, Explanation and Understanding
(Ithaca: Cornell U. Press, 1971), pp. 76 et seq.), it would hardly be accepted in most legal contexts. It is
probably more at home in quantum physics.
12

At pp. 49, 53-54, 56 et seq.
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. . . [T]he “due to” requirement prevents a bona fide extraordinary or exceptional
circumstance from being misused as a general revenue enhancement
mechanism that circumvents the rate cap system enacted by the PAEA. Such a
result would be inconsistent with the broader statutory context in which section
3622(d)(1)(E) appears and with the purposes for which the PAEA was
enacted.[13]
This is no less true when the question is the more specific one of what will be accepted
as a causal relationship. Counting, as part of the adverse impact of an exigency,
conditions remote from it in time and quite possibly the result of non-exigent
supervening causes14, would be as much a circumvention of the statutory scheme as
failing to show a causal relationship at all.

C. The statutory requirements and the methodological problem
Introduction – what PAEA requires. These Comments and Dr. Clifton's
Statement devote considerable attention to the questionable aspects of the Postal
Service's exigent loss estimate, considered simply as an econometric analysis. In
addition, however, that the Service has chosen to develop and present its request for
recession-induced losses using only a method inherently incapable, in the
circumstances of this case, of meeting the causal-relationship requirement of sec.
3622(d)(1)(E) as the Commission has explained it. What the Service has to
demonstrate in this case is that a certain financial impact was caused by the 2008-09
recession, and not by any other, non-exigent, factors.

Thus the Commission held in Order No. 864 that
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Order No. 547, p. 56.
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As to which, see the discussions at pp. 12 et seq., below, and Clifton Statement, surrounding TABLE
SIX.
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. . . In demonstrating the requisite causal nexus, the Postal Service is required to
exclude non-exigent impacts, such as on-going electronic diversion of mail
volumes.[15]

Again, at p. 48 of the same Order, the Commission stated that

When quantifying the net adverse financial impact of the exigent
circumstances, the Postal Service must factor out the financial impact of nonexigent circumstances, such as the continuing effects of electronic diversion.
This process insures that an exigent rate adjustment is limited to the adverse
effects of the exigent circumstances as opposed to other, non-exigent factors.
[Italics added.]
Under Order No. 864, therefore, the Service must show not just that there was an
acceleration in diversion coincident in time with the recession and arguably connected
with it, but also that the recession, and not something else, caused that acceleration or
some quantified portion of it.16 Otherwise, the volume effects of that acceleration would
not be demonstrably exigency-related and hence not a legally acceptable ground for a
rate adjustment. This is a fairly strict standard, but it must be strict since, as the
Commission and the Court of Appeals have ruled, the exigency provision is a narrow
exception to the price cap Congress established as the keystone of modern postal rate
regulation.

The questions the Postal Service must answer are, therefore, approximately
these: (i) what were the causes of the diversion (or the accelerated diversion) of FirstClass Mail, (ii) was one such cause the 2008-09 recession, and if so, (iii) how great a
loss in volume can be shown to have resulted from the recession, as distinguished from
other causal factors? These – especially the first two – are questions which require a
broadly-based historical inquiry, and cannot be answered by a purely econometric
approach.
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Order No. 864, p. 42.

Witness Thress acknowledged at the Public Hearing held at the Commission on November 19 , 2013,
that his linear trends in, for example, the Single-Piece First-Class demand equation are not explained by
his model per se. Tr. 1/--16
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The Postal Service’s approach. Mr. Thress has attempted to make the required
showing by purely statistical (econometric) means. Leaving aside the question whether
he has even gone about this correctly, the present basic issue is whether such a mode
of proof satisfies sec. 3622(d)(1)(E) as interpreted by the Commission. GCA submits
that it does not.

The closest approach to a description of how and why Mr. Thress proceeded as
he did comes from the Service's July 1, 2013, filing, "Narrative Explanation of
Econometric Demand Equations for Market Dominant Products" ("July 1 Narrative"). At
p. 15, Mr. Thress states that

The third and (so far) final diversion trend in the First-Class single-piece
letters demand equation is estimated to have begun in 2007Q4. The timing here
coincides with the onset of the 'Great Recession' (the NBER dates the recession
as having started in 2008Q1). Like the second diversion trend, it also coincides
closely with increased diversion of First-Class workshared letters as well, which
has a second diversion trend that starts in 2008Q3. This third trend reflects
further acceleration in the shift of many types of mail to electronic alternatives, a
trend which appears to have been accelerated in part due to the 'Great
Recession'. This trend is estimated to have more than doubled the previous
diversion rate, leading to an overall annual diversion rate of -9.7%.
This, however – granting for argument’s sake that the differential trend after 2007Q4
really exists17 – can demonstrate no more than that an increase in diversion happened
more or less coincidentally in time18 with the onset of the recession. It does not, and by
itself seemingly cannot, show that it happened in any degree because of the recession,
which is the first thing the Postal Service is required to prove.
17

So far as Single-Piece First-Class Mail is concerned, it is not reflected in the quarterly RPW volume
figures for the relevant years. A single trend from 2001Q1 through 2013Q3 has a very robust R2 of
0.8969. See Clifton Statement, Fig. 4.
18

“More or less,” because the recession, as dated by NBER and accepted by the Commission, began in
2008Q1, one quarter later than the point Mr. Thress identifies as the start of the trend. It is true that Mr.
Thress describes (Further Statement, p. 6) how some sectors of the economy may weaken before others,
and before the economy as a whole has entered a recession, and how the mail-dependent sectors
behaved in just this way before the first quarter of FY2008. As a matter of general economic history this
is probably both true and useful to know, but the problem before the Commission is to isolate the effects
of a much more specific exigency: the recession as defined by NBER.
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The requirement of historical inquiry. We suggest that where, as here, the
exigency is an economic disturbance – rather than, e.g., a natural disaster – a purely
econometric estimate unsupported by historical inquiry is not enough to satisfy sec.
3622(d)(1)(E) as interpreted by the Commission and the Court of Appeals. Both the
causal relationship between the recession and the diversion of mail to e-media, and the
magnitude of any such effect in terms of mail volume, are matters of historical fact. The
necessary historical investigation must ascertain what other causal factors may have
contributed to the loss, and to what extent. These are not questions that can be
answered by statistical techniques in an econometric analysis of volume behavior.

An economic phenomenon like a recession, or a diversion of paper mail volume
to e-media, is the net result of a multitude of human decisions, and as such may reflect
a great variety of motives.19 What these motivating factors were, or might have been, is
a matter of historical investigation, and cannot be answered by statistical manipulation
with the sole objective of achieving the highest possible R2 for the demand model. But
the Postal Service's written presentation includes no such historical inquiry, and does
not suggest that any was undertaken, or even thought to be needed.
19

This distinction between human choice and action, on the one hand, and a natural phenomenon – in
the exigency-case context, most likely a natural disaster – on the other is not merely theoretical. The
latter can be brought under a kind of covering law: we might say that "Given an earthquake of such-andsuch a Richter Scale magnitude, 99 percent of reinforced concrete structures will collapse." Almost by
definition, an event properly subject to explanation by a (well-formulated) covering law cannot be
overdetermined. If something other than the causal factor originally picked out by the law is found to
affect occurrence of the event, the remedy is to revise the law to take account of it. (This is somewhat
analogous to what an econometrician does when (s)he decides that a predictive equation is not working
and needs to be re-specified.) If before the new discovery the law was stated as “Whenever y, then x,” it
subsequently becomes “Whenever y and z [or, perhaps, “whenever y, and if k, then also z”], then x.” In
both situations, it does not allow for exceptional cases or anomalous causal factors; every case explained
by it is completely explained by it. For this reason, an exigency request based on destruction of Postal
Service resources by an earthquake would not be likely to raise problems of causal identification. But
because humans act on account of motives, not just causes, it is possible for two, three, or n factors to
motivate the same behavior (event). In no individual case can it be shown on the basis of the event alone
which or how many of them operated; and since the behavior of the economy, or of an element of the
economy like mail volume, is the net result of these hundreds of millions of decisions, the same is true of
it. Because such events can have numerous and variously combined causes, an attempt to explain a
specific x of this kind by formulating a covering law which would fully explain it is likely to result in a "law"
with so many explanatory variables and so many conditions on their applicability that it will be capable of
explaining that particular x but nothing else. At this point it is no longer a “law” in the ordinary scientific
sense; it has become a historical explanation. It ceases to be a device for explaining generic
phenomena, but it can explain a single occurrence.
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This is not to say that the econometric approach is useless or inappropriate, but
only that if it does not have an adequate grounding in the historical circumstances of the
period concerned it will be, in effect, substantially mis-specified or misleading as to the
cause(s) of the financial impact. This is especially true when, as here, the explanation
of the econometrics seems to indicate that only a coincidence in time between the
upturn in diversion and the exigency was considered.

Explanation vs. prediction. It might be asked why GCA appears to be casting
doubt, of a fairly basic methodological kind, on techniques which the Commission has
found satisfactory in its administration of both the 1970 statute and the present one.
The answer is that it has been successfully used for prediction, but not necessarily for
explanation, especially since the onset of Internet diversion; and prediction and
explanation are very different processes.20 When the goal is to differentiate between
the already-identified exigent event and a potentially large range of other, non-exigent
causes of a mail volume phenomenon, the task is clearly one of explanation, which an
exclusively statistical procedure cannot provide. This is particularly true when the
economic downturn in question has already been identified as “extraordinary or
exceptional” – implying that a purely econometric analysis, representing, as it would, a
generalization from a series of more normal phenomena (including normal or average
recessions), might turn out not to cover the case of an extraordinary or exceptional
recession.

Other possible causes of diversion. These considerations are not merely matters
of theory. There are other potential causes of the upturn in diversion which have
nothing to do with the recession. A historical investigation would have disclosed them
and possibly allowed any subsequent econometric exercise to reflect their influence.

20

Pre-Copernican astronomers successfully predicted eclipses and other celestial events, but failed to
explain them, because the geocentric model they employed completely misrepresented the structure of
the solar system.
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Thus, for example, the mid- to late 2000s witnessed an explosion of new and
diversely functional electronic devices, portable, offered at widely affordable prices, and
capable of performing many of the same communications functions as the mail. New
communication and transaction services exploiting these devices were offered to the
public. To take just one example: in June 2007, Apple introduced the first-generation
iPhone. An important feature of this device was its ability to run Web 2.0-compliant
applications developed by third parties.21 Table I shows that Apple introduced improved
versions and added capabilities steadily through the recession years.

Table I. Introduction Dates of Apple iPhone Products
During and After the Recession
DATE
June 29, 2007
February 5, 2008
July 11, 2008
June 19, 2009
June 24, 2010
February 10, 2011

EVENT
First-generation iPhone introduced
(4 GB, 8 GB)
First-generation iPhone (16 GB)
iPhone 3G (8 GB, 16 GB)
iPhone 3GS (16 GB, 32 GB)
iPhone 3GS (8 GB), iPhone 4
(GSM; 16 GB, 32 GB)
iPhone 4 (CDMA; 16 GB, 32 GB)

Other manufacturers began offering similar smart phones.22 Correspondingly, firms with
whom consumers and other businesses might have communicated by mail in the
previous decade provided new electronic services to serve the same purposes. Mobile
banking is largely a growth of the same years in which the recession occurred. Mobile
Marketing Association’s Mobile Banking Overview, issued in January 2009, predicted
(on the basis of February 2007 data) that by 2013 more than 20 million households
would be banking by phone. In a survey-based report issued in March 2012, the
Federal Reserve stated that

21

Apple, Inc., news release, June 11, 2007.

22

For discussion and relevant statistics, see Clifton Statement, pp. 24-26 discussion surrounding TABLE
SIX.
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A significant number of mobile phone users have already adopted mobile
banking. Nearly 21 percent of mobile phone users in the survey report that they
have used mobile banking in the past 12 months. Moreover, among those
consumers who do not currently use mobile banking, 11 percent report that they
will “definitely” or “probably” use mobile banking in the next 12 months. An
additional 17 percent of those who report that they are unlikely to use mobile
banking in the next 12 months report that they will “definitely” or “probably” adopt
mobile banking at some point. Adding all these respondents together would
imply peak adoption of 42 percent of all mobile phone owners.[23]

The same document cites another report to the effect that by June 2011 30 percent of
all mobile phone users were using mobile banking.24 A smaller, but not insignificant,
proportion of mobile phone owners used mobile payments as well.25

It is not hard to see that such an increase in the use of mobile banking could
result in fewer mailed documents. The same is true, perhaps to an even greater extent,
of mobile payments. Yet neither has any connection with the recession which, alone,
forms the basis of the Service’s claimed financial impacts. In other words: had there
been no recession, would the wide availability of new electronic devices and services
with which to use them have caused an uptick in mail diversion similar to Mr. Thress’s
third trend? This is the kind of historical question which is both unavoidable in this case
and not likely to be answerable by statistical procedures. It certainly has not been
answered here.26
23

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Consumers and Mobile Financial Services (March
2012), p. 9 (fns. omitted). The report explains that because the denominators of these fractions are
different, the true aggregate peak adoption percentage is smaller than the sum of the separate
percentages.
24

Ibid., fn,. 8.

25

Id., pp. 11-12.

26 26

It is not an answer to say that a smart phone does no more than a desktop computer, so that the
introduction of these devices has no effect – other than a change in the hardware involved – on the
diversion trend. The belief that paying a bill from a smart phone or tablet while riding the bus is no more
convenient and attractive a procedure than doing it from a desktop computer over a digital subscriber line
may result from the a narrow focus on "electronic diversion" as nothing but a determinant of mail volume.
That may be its ultimate role in an econometric analysis, but that view ignores the probability that as
electronic communication and transactions become easier and more convenient, a consumer will divert
more and more of his/her volume to e-media. It is generally acknowledged that a broadband connection
is necessary for effective on-line bill-paying. Treating "electronic diversion" as unanalyzable, in terms of
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Under the principles announced in Order 864, these effects should have been
studied, quantified as exactly as possible, and reflected in any econometric estimation
of the impact of the recession. That they apparently were not makes the econometric
estimate of recession-induced exigency losses an unreliable basis for decision. Again,
this conclusion is not an adverse reflection on the usefulness of econometric analysis
for much of the Commission’s work. Our point is simply that where (i) there were
multiple alternative explanations for the recession-era drop in volume, (ii) the statute
requires both that the recession be found “extraordinary and exceptional” and that the
compensable volume loss be ascribable to it alone, and (iii) that the loss attributable to
the exigency and not to other factors be quantified with reasonable precision, the case
for an exigent increase must incorporate historical analysis and cannot rest on a purely
statistical exercise.

D. The special problem in Single-Piece First-Class Mail

The methodological considerations discussed above potentially apply across the
board. The Postal Service’s presentation regarding the cause of volume declines in
Single-Piece First Class, however, presents a special problem.

The Postal Service asserts that the decline in Single-Piece volume due directly to
Internet diversion is indirectly due to the recession. Mr. Thress supports this assertion
by using a technique new to volume estimation as the Postal Service has done it up to
now. He abandons the use of Internet variables and instead imposes three diversion
trends, the last of which shows a drastic increase in diversion starting in 2007Q4
compared to the immediately preceding trend.

the effect of improving technology on usage patterns, would imply that a user who substituted broadband
for dial-up service would continue to use the Internet connection for, e.g., nothing but personal e-mails.
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The technical problems with this approach are dealt with in Dr. Clifton's
Statement, particularly at pages 20-28. For present purposes, it may be enough to
point out that the Single-Piece volume data reported by the Service do not suggest an
increase in Single-Piece diversion beginning in 2007Q4. Figure 4 of the Clifton
Statement, reflecting RPW volume reports, is reproduced below; it shows no change in
the trend of Single-Piece volume in 2007Q4 or at any point during the 2008-2009
recession, or indeed as far out as 2012Q4.

If actual volumes show an essentially steady decline before, during, and after the
recession, it is at least counterintuitive to assert that the recession caused a major
upturn in diversion. It is all the more so when there is no explanation of why a recession
should cause such a phenomenon. First, to say that the recession caused it is – at
least for purposes of an exigency case – to say that nothing else did.

First-Class SP Letters RPW Volume
(No Change in Trend Evident)
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Note: According to NBER, the so called "Great Recession" officially began in December, 2007
(2008PQ1), and ended in June, 2009 (2009PQ3)
Source: Excel file RCFDATA.xlsx in USPS-R2010-4R/9. USPS "Narrative_EconometricDemand_MD_Nov2012.doc"
filed 7/1/13 at Commission, page 15.

We showed earlier that there are other possible causes, including particularly the
widespread availability of portable electronic communication devices, and new services
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using them, which could substitute for many uses of Single-Piece letter mail. Secondly,
the situation is not one in which, during the recession and because of it, a new trend in
personal communication and transaction behavior suddenly appeared. The Postal
Service accepts the proposition that electronic diversion has been going on for a good
many years. Mr. Thress states that "[t]he most critical factor affecting First-Class singlepiece mail volume over at least the past ten years has been the loss of this volume to
electronic alternatives."27 Given the possibility that an upturn in diversion (granting
arguendo that it existed) resulted from the contemporaneous introduction of new
electronic devices and services, one would expect an explanation of what property a
recession28 has which by itself would cause that upturn. But the only "explanation"
given is a statistical exercise, which, as we showed above, is inadequate to establish
the causal relationship the Postal Service is obliged to prove.

The importance of these facts for Single-Piece First-Class Mail can be
appreciated by comparing the Postal Service’s views of the relative roles of the
recession and Internet diversion before and after introduction of its new econometric
technique. (For full discussion, see Clifton Statement, discussion surrounding Figure 9
on pp 26-27.) The sources-of-change information provided in Docket N2010-129
showed that the loss of Single-Piece volume was mostly due to electronic diversion
(losses in millions of pieces):

27

Year

Macro Factors

Internet

Ratio

2007

(239.5)

(3,099.7)

1:12.9

2008

(606.6)

(3,263.2)

1:5.4

2009

(1,261.2)

(3,240.9)

1:2.6

Thress Further Statement, p. II-3 (italics added).

28

Or, perhaps more properly, this recession, since it has already been defined as an extraordinary or
exceptional one.
29

In response to GCA Interrogatory GCA/USPS-T2-1, -2.
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Thus Internet diversion was the dominant cause of losses, even during the recession.
Moreover, these numbers suggest that what were then called “macro factors” – i.e.,
factors other than electronic diversion – had (as would be expected) an increasing effect
as recessionary conditions took hold, but Internet diversion followed a steady course.

Now, however, the Service claims that the third diversion trend said to be
disclosed by intervention analysis was responsible for far greater losses, and ascribes
these to the recession. It asserts that in 2008 the loss from ordinary recessionary
macro factors plus recession-induced electronic diversion (“total macro”) was 2,050
million pieces, 69.5 percent of it from diversion. For 2009, the figures are 2,271 million
pieces lost, 70.4 percent from new diversion allegedly caused by the recession. For the
post-recession years (2010-2012) a similar pattern continues. Here, however, it exhibits
the striking, but so far unexplained, property that as we leave the recession farther
behind, the proportion of recession-caused diversion to total macro losses increases:

Year

Total Macro

Recessionary Diversion

2010

(1,988.0)

(1,455.3) = 73.2 %

2011

(1,595.4)

(1,313.5) = 82.3 %

2012

(1,263.7)

(1,202.6) = 95.2 %

It might be thought that if y is the cause of x, then as y disappears or weakens, x would
do the same. Perhaps the increasing influence of allegedly recession-caused diversion
as the recession itself recedes into history results from Mr. Thress’s use of a linear
trend30 to represent what he sees as the upturn in diversion in 2007Q4. If so, his
procedure and the seemingly odd result it produces are an illustration of the difficulties,
discussed earlier, inherent in treating the recession as analogous to a tort case. It
assumes, without explaining why, that a ceteris paribus condition like that appropriate
when dealing with a permanent disability is equally appropriate when dealing with a
dynamic economy. Customers may switch from paper mail to e-media for a variety of

30

Thress Further Statement, p. II-3.
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reasons ranging from the wish (possibly but not necessarily recession-induced) to save
a few dollars a month on postage to the growing availability of convenient smart phones
and services exploiting their capabilities – the prices of which fall continually or
periodically over time. An approach which does little more than manipulate statistical
information is not likely to uncover the real cause(s) of diversion, and consequently
cannot satisfy the causal relationship requirement of sec. 3622(d)(1)(E).
We should emphasize here that in discussing the special problem of SinglePiece First-Class, we are not repeating the argument, which the Commission rejected in
Docket R2010-4R31, that there was no exigency with respect to that product. Our point
is a very different one: that (i) the Postal Service is asserting that a major quantum of
Internet diversion was “caused” by the acknowledged exigency and that volume losses
from it are thus results of that exigency and should count toward a rate adjustment32,
and (ii) the Service has, for reasons we have explained, failed to prove this contention.
That it is a “special problem” for Single-Piece is due simply to the fact that that is how
the Postal Service has presented it.

E. Summary

GCA submits that (i) volume loss effects occurring after the end of the recession,
as pinpointed by NBER, cannot be counted as "due to" the recession, and (ii) the
alleged increase in diversion of paper mail to e-media, represented by Mr. Thress's third
trend beginning in 2007, has not been shown either to exist (in Single-Piece First-Class
Mail) or to have been caused by the recession and not some other obvious factor such
as increased ability to use e-media. The result is to eliminate some $1.994 billion of the
claimed $6.654 billion in total contribution losses witness Nickerson calculates for the
31

Order No. 864, p. 47, fn. 34.

32

If the Commission agrees that the Postal Service has not established the causal connection between
Internet diversion losses and the recession, it may not need to address the more general question of
indirect effects. That does not mean it is not an important question – particularly where, as here, a
phenomenon already identified by the Commission as a long-term, non-exigent process is being
represented as, in part, a consequence of an exigency and thus as magnifying its financial impact.
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2008-2012 period.33 In view of this, it can no longer be argued that the Service is
seeking to recoup only a relatively small portion of its losses through the proposed new
rates. The Commission should consider how this fact affects the reasonableness,
equity, and necessity of the requested increases.

II. THE PROPOSED RATE ADJUSTMENT FAILS THE REASONABLENESS TEST OF
SEC. 3622(d(1)(E)
A. Introduction

Section 3622(d)(1)(E) requires, in addition to a causal connection with an
exigency, a rate adjustment proposal which is
. . . reasonable and equitable and necessary to enable the Postal Service, under
best practices of honest, efficient, and economical management, to maintain and
continue the development of postal services of the kind and quality adapted to
the needs of the United States.
In this section, we discuss why the increases proposed here do not satisfy the
requirement of reasonableness.
“Reasonable” has not yet been interpreted in a sec. 3622(d)(1)(E) case. In Order
No. 547, the Commission explained that
. . . the Commission has determined that while the Postal Service Request does
identify an extraordinary or exceptional circumstance, it fails to demonstrate that
the specific rate adjustments it proposes are due to those circumstances.
Therefore, the proposed rate adjustments are not authorized by the PAEA, and
the Postal Service Request is denied. As a result, there is no need to review
commente[rs’] arguments concerning whether the proposed rates are
reasonable, equitable, and necessary; or whether they are required to maintain
and continue service of the kind and quality needed by the United States.[34]

33

LR USPS-R2010-4R/11, "Summary."

34

Order No. 547, p. 27 (boldface in original, italics added).
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Accordingly, we first offer suggestions on how “reasonable” should be interpreted
as it bears on the present Request.
In a narrow sense – which may be all that need be considered here – a measure
can be called “reasonable” (or “rational”) if it would materially help realize a (desirable)
goal which the actor has already adopted. (The word, of course, has a variety of other,
broader meanings.) We could call this an "instrumental" use of "reasonable." In the
present context of severe Postal Service deficits, a price increase would be
“reasonable” in this narrower, instrumental sense35 if it would produce more new net
revenue than any other treatment of the Service’s prices, or at the least, a revenue
increment sufficient to alleviate the deficit appreciably. If it led to an actual loss, or to
only a trifling increase, it could not be called “reasonable.” It is therefore necessary to
examine the chances that the proposed rate adjustments would have the effect
expected of a “reasonable” deficit-reduction measure.

B. The Postal Service’s approach
The Postal Service’s approach on the reasonableness issue appears to rest
partly on the circumstance that while it claims some $6.65 billion in exigency-related
losses, it is requesting only $1.78 billion in new revenue. It states that
It does so
. . . out of an abundance of caution. The Postal Service is mindful that mailers
are also facing a slow recovery from the recession, and therefore it is being
careful to avoid significant price increases.[36]

35

The "desirable goal" being considered here is simply that of repairing the Postal Service's financial
condition. There are others, such as conforming to the policies of the statute and the objectives and
factors of sec. 3622(b) and (c), which can also underpin an instrumental use of "reasonable" – i.e., if the
proposed rate adjustments would in fact tend to achieve those statutory goals, they would be
"reasonable" adjustments.
36

Renewed Exigent Request, p. 35.
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Witness Taufique elaborates; particularly relevant is his observation that
. . . In light of the slow economic recovery from the Great Recession and
continued electronic diversion, the Postal Service is mindful of the impact of a
larger price increase on its business customers and on the mailing public in
general. The Postal Service is concerned that the accelerated electronic
diversion caused by this recession could be exacerbated by an increase larger
than the one proposed in this docket.[37]
We have already shown why the assertion that the recession caused electronic
diversion is unfounded. Mr. Taufique’s statement, however, remains significant
because it commits the Service to the proposition that its proposed increase is
reasonable because it will not unduly discourage volume.

Like any proposition about purchasing behavior in the face of a price increase,
the Postal Service’s position as presented by Mr. Taufique depends on a view of the
own-price elasticity of the mail products in question. If that elasticity is underestimated,
the price increase will drive away more volume than the vendor had counted on. If the
underestimate is severe enough, the price increase may be counterproductive: the
product(s) in question may prove to be technically price elastic (elasticity ≥ 1.0), so that
the increase results in a loss of revenue. Even if it is not, the increase may produce too
little new revenue to be worthwhile.

The problem is particularly acute in this case, because electronic diversion is not
an instance of reaction to price exclusively. It is generally agreed that a customer who
switches from paper mail to e-media will not switch back, more or less regardless of
postal price changes.38 This is presumably true even if the initial switch is motivated, or
37

Taufique Statement, p. 10.

38

This fact, of course, does not justify the Postal Service's contention that the recession had lingering,
post-recession diversion effects. As we showed above (pp. 2 et seq.), this view is untenable for other
reasons; the permanence of a customer's switch from paper to e-media is unrelated to the 2008-09
recession. If a customer makes the switch because an electronic transaction is faster, (s)he is motivated
by a property of the electronic medium which persists as long as the customer uses it. As we pointed out
above, mail volume behavior is presumptively driven by economic conditions existing at the time, and not
several quarters or years earlier, and these conditions are constantly changing.
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partly motivated, by a postal price increase. A further complication is that e-media
which can substitute for paper mail also have explicit prices39, and the relationship
between them and postal prices may be relevant to mail volume behavior.

Consequently, if the price elasticities of postal products have been
underestimated in this case, the revenue increment anticipated from the rate adjustment
may not be achieved and, at least for some products, could even be negative. A price
adjustment which reduces revenue is rather clearly an unreasonable move. One which
brings in significantly less revenue than anticipated may also be unreasonable, in view
of other available means of reducing operating deficits. GCA believes that this is the
case in this Docket. In what follows, we show why and how this may have come about.

B. Single-Piece First-Class Mail
One way to evaluate an elasticity estimate such as the Postal Service’s is to
compare it with studies performed on data from postal services of other developed
economies.40 GCA has reviewed a number of such studies; detailed discussion
appears at Clifton Statement, Appendix VI; and summary findings are found in Figure
12 and 13 and TABLE SEVEN, and only a few highlights are discussed here. In
summary;

Of 12 studies minus the two from the Postal Service and the one performed by
Christensen Associates for the Inspector General41, the average own-price
elasticity for single-piece letters is -0.661. The Postal Service’s, in this case,
is -0.157.
39

Both for the communication or transaction service proper and for the device(s) with which to use it.

40

The studies GCA reviewed use data from the United Kingdom, France, Finland, and Switzerland as
well as the United States.
41

U.S. Postal Service Office of the Inspector General, Report Number RARC-WP-008, May 1, 2013,
“Analysis of Postal Price Elasticities”.
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On the basis of all the 12 studies, it can be stated with 99 percent certainty that
the true elasticity is more than -0.3; with 95 percent certainty that it is more than 0.35; and with 90 percent certainty that it is more than -0.4.

Ten studies considered whether letter elasticities are rising, falling, or constant;
nine found them rising, and one (the OIG study) found them constant or falling.

These other studies in general used variable elasticity (VES) assumptions and
either explicit cross-price elasticities or relative-price simulations to model the
effect of electronic diversion; the Postal Service does neither.

C. An example from workshared letters

How the inclusion of e-substitute prices can affect the results is dramatically
evident from studies using Finnish data, which, uniquely, do include a time series of esubstitute prices.42 Two studies by Nikali (2008 and 2011) which included explicit crossprice elasticities for workshared letters produced own-price elasticities of -1.38 and -1.8
– pointing, that is, to the conclusion that workshared letter mail is actually price-elastic
and thus subject to absolute revenue loss following a price increase. Another study
using the Finnish data (Martin 2013) did not use an explicit cross-price elasticity;
Martin's workshared own-price elasticity was -0.911 to -0.921.

In short, the Postal Service's own-price elasticity estimates for First-Class Mail
are statistical outliers. The Commission should not rely on them to support the
conclusion that the proposed increases will produce revenue benefits anywhere near
those the Service claims for them, and in some cases might actually lose revenue. In

42

For full discussion and citations to the studies, see Clifton Statement, pp. APPENDIX V, studies 5, 8
and 11.
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light of this, GCA submits that the proposed increases should not be considered
"reasonable" remedial measures within the meaning of sec. 3622(d)(1)(E).

III. THE PROPOSED RATE STRUCTURE FOR FIRST-CLASS SINGLE-PIECE
LETTERS
Introduction. In Docket R2013-10, GCA filed comments detailing the
objectionable features of the proposed price differential between Stamped and Metered
Single-Piece First-Class Letters. Since in Order No. 1890 (November 21, 2013) the
Commission deferred consideration of substantive issues regarding the differential for
treatment in the upcoming Annual Compliance Determination43, we will not reiterate our
arguments here. We restrict our present comments to a few observations on the Postal
Service testimony in the present Docket, since the same or similar issues are likely to
arise in the compliance proceeding.
The Postal Service’s rate witness, Mr. Taufique, briefly describes the proposed
differential but does not address the “just and reasonable schedule” mandate of sec.
3622(b)(8). Mr. Taufique does assert, in several places, that the exigency increases are
equitable, but as regards these issues, never extends his discussion to the level of intraproduct inequities.

First, Mr. Taufique's argument that the across-the-board nature of the exigency
increase makes it, or helps to make it, equitable does not reach the question of equity
within a class or product, which is the problem created by the Metered vs. Stamped
letter differential. Mr. Taufique’s Table 2 shows that increases – either cumulative or
exigency-only – are in the same ballpark for Single-Piece and Presorted Letters, but this
does not make the First-Class schedule as a whole just and reasonable. Within SinglePiece, the cumulative increase for Stamped letters is (0.49-0.46)/0.45 = 6.52 percent;
that for Metered letters is (0.48-0.46)/0.46 = 4.35 percent. By the standards of equity

43

Order No. 1890, p. 51.
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which Mr. Taufique appears to have applied, this 50-percent44 disparity clearly should
raise questions calling for explicit justification.

Mr. Taufique has clearly explained unusual increases elsewhere in First Class.
There are two First-Class products with cumulative increases outside a range of roughly
five and a half to six percent: First-Class Parcels (10.959 percent) and First-Class Mail
International (8.459 percent). There is no explanation, however, of why an increase for
Stamped letters half again as great as that for Metered letters is considered “equitable.”

In our Comments in the price-cap proceeding, we pointed out the overwhelming
likelihood that present-day senders of stamped Single-Piece letters are predominantly
households, who are highly unlikely to convert to meters. Mr. Taufique offers some
arguments in defense of the three-cent (aggregate) increase on Stamped letters. He
does not address the question of discrimination, but his argument indicates, perhaps
inadvertently, that the underlying facts are clear to the Postal Service:

. . . Yet, despite the attention it draws, both in the public and regulatory
arenas, the typical household is little affected by changes in the stamp price. A
change of three cents in the stamp, as results from the combined CPI and
exigent increases, amounts to only about 30 cents per month for the typical
household, which pays about $5.00 per month for First-Class Mail. Also, the
introduction of a metered mail price (for all indicia except stamps and Postage
Validation Imprint (PVI)) in the CPI case, at a price 1 cent lower than the stamp
price, will mitigate the impact of the increases for small businesses. . . .[45]
Mr. Taufique, in other words, in effect acknowledges that household mailers will face a
larger increase than small businesses. In our view, an argument that the customers
discriminated against are not very seriously hurt, while those being favored are helped,
does not suffice.

44

6.52 / 4.35 = 1.49885.

45

Taufique Statement, pp. 14-15 (fn. omitted).
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On a restrictive view, which treated Single-Piece First-Class Letters as an
unanalyzable unit, it might make sense to say that for that product as a whole the
increase was moderated by one-cent price break for Metered letters. We assume that
this is Mr. Taufique's point. But that possibility simply makes it clearer that once a rate
differential has been introduced within Single-Piece, it becomes impossible to treat that
product simply as a homogeneous unit.

In our R2013-10 Comments, we pointed out that while there is nothing incredible
about the general proposition that a letter not requiring cancellation can save the Postal
Service money, the Service had not provided any information on the expected savings
or – more significantly – how far the targeted small and medium-sized businesses have
already adopted metering and, accordingly, would receive a one-cent price break with
no corresponding reduction in the processing cost of their mail or the demand for
stamps. This is still true; in fact, Mr. Taufique does not discuss either potential savings
or the degree to which meter-related savings are already being provided by the
business constituency at which the differential is aimed.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

GCA believes that the Postal Service has not proved either that the 2008-2009
recession caused a $6.65 billion contribution loss or that the $1.78 billion revenue
increase it proposes satisfies the reasonableness test of sec. 3622(d)(1)(E).46

It has tried to support the contribution loss claim by methods which, apart from
the technical problems with the econometrics involved – and they are numerous and
severe – simply cannot, as a matter of methodology, demonstrate the causal
relationship the statute requires. The deficiencies in its attempted demonstration are

46

Since the Commission has deferred the Metered/Stamped differential question to the next compliance
determination, we offer no conclusion on that issue in these Comments.
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especially evident in Single-Piece First-Class Mail, but by no means limited to that
category.

The Postal Service has also seriously underestimated the own-price elasticity of
major mail categories. It attempts to use the traditional mode of volume estimation,
modified in patchwork fashion by imposing diversion trends where the former Internet
variables no longer seemed to work. GCA submits that this is an inadequate approach
to use in the midst of a communications revolution. Inquiry into the facts, recent and
contemporary, of that revolution, and comparison with studies done for other postal
systems also experiencing diversion – which would have suggested that the Service's
own elasticities were statistical outliers – have been neglected. The result is a rate
proposal which would most probably bring in far less new net revenue than the Postal
Service predicts (and needs), and could in some cases produce an actual loss. This is
not a reasonable solution under sec. 3622(d)(1)(E).

November 26, 2013
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Postal Service’s request for a two cent increase in the first ounce rate for
Single-Piece FCLM will be understood by consumers as a three cent increase because
the proposed rates for the exigent increase and the mandatory price cap increase of
one cent will happen on or around the same date in early 2014. For Single-Piece, the
proposed exigent increase cannot be justified on the grounds stated by the Postal
Service that the recession accelerated the diversion of Single-Piece volume to the
Internet and, therefore, indirectly if not directly caused a significant drop in Single-Piece
during and since the 2008-2009 recession.
The Postal Service’s conclusion is based on an intricate econometric argument
that there have been three distinct trends in diversion of Single-Piece: one starting in
1992Q4, the second starting in 2002Q4, and the third starting in 2007Q4. The Postal
Service states in its filing of July 1, 201347, that Internet diversion caused the volume of
Single-Piece to drop at an annual rate of -3.8% during the first trend, -4.7% during the
second trend, and -9.7% during the third trend, double the rate of trend 2. (Narrative,
page 15). The Narrative is referenced in R2013-11 in the “Further Statement of
Thomas E. Thress on Behalf of the United States Postal Service”, Appendix II, page II1) as explaining the econometric demand equations submitted on September 26, 2013.
Witness Thress in a Technical Conference held October 31, 2013 at the Commission
has since rejected the above percentages, but in his “Further Statement” trend 3
commencing with the recession remains twice the rate of decline of trend 2.
The problem with the Postal Service’s (and witness Thress’s) argument is that
when one peels back all the layers in the econometric analysis, there is essentially no
difference in the annual rate of decline of Single-Piece volume caused by Internet
diversion between the second and third trends. The peculiar way in which the Postal
Service and witness Thress “filter” their macroeconomic employment variable and other
factors in the Single-Piece demand equation causes diversion trend two to differ
47

“Narrative Explanation of Econometric Demand Equations for Market Dominant Products Filed with Postal
Regulatory Commission on January 22, 2013”. Hereafter “Narrative”.
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significantly from diversion trend three. Several econometric tests GCA conducts of
witness Thress’s demand equation show little or essentially no difference between trend
two and trend three, only 9.5 million pieces more per quarter in one test. GCA
concludes that the recession had neither a direct nor an indirect material impact on the
rate of Internet diversion compared to the rate of diversion before the recession and
since the recession ended.48 Thus, the Postal Service cannot claim any exigent
circumstances in this case whatsoever which would justify raising Single-Piece FCLM
rates by one cent, let alone 2 cents above the price cap increase.

Even if the Postal Service could claim exigent circumstances in the case of
Single-Piece volume declines, raising Single-Piece first-ounce rates from their current
level of 46 cents by two (or three) cents would be far too dubious and risky as a means
of raising any further revenue compared to current rates. That is because the own-price
elasticity of Single-Piece FCLM used in the demand equation to determine the impact of
the exigent rate increase on Single-Piece volume is not credible. In fact, among a dozen
independent studies of Single-Piece own-price elasticities, the Postal Service’s price
elasticity value (and that of the May 1, 2013 study by the USPS OIG) is a statistical
outlier. There is a 99% probability that the own-price elasticity of Single-Piece FCLM is
greater than -0.3, a 95% probability it is greater than -0.35 and a 90% probability that it
is greater than -0.4.

In light of all the independent estimates of Single-Piece FCLM own-price
elasticity made by highly respected academicians and postal analysts from five
countries including the U. S., the current true value lies between -0.7 and -0.8. A three
cent increase in the price of Single-Piece FCLM first ounce rates could easily push that
value at the margin to -1.0 or over -1.0. In that case, the revenue raised from such a
rate increase would be no more than, or less than, current revenue at 46 cents. Even if
the own-price elasticity is still in the absolutely inelastic range at the margin after a three
cent rate increase, the extra revenue raised would be far less than the Postal Service
48

The Postal Service in this case has changed the position it held in R2010-4/4R, and has adopted the position that
GCA held in R2010-4/4R with respect to the exigency and Single-Piece volume, namely that the 2008-2009
recession had no direct impact on Single-Piece volume.
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claims it would be, making the proposal relatively unattractive compared to non-rate
alternatives to cutting its deficits.49

In this case, the situation the Postal Service faces in trying to raise revenue is
even worse when it comes to very-high contribution First-Class workshared letters. The
six independent studies of Presort own-price elasticities GCA examined strongly
suggest that when modeled correctly, the own-price elasticity of First-Class workshared
letters is already in the absolutely price elastic range, at least -1.0 and probably closer
to -1.1 or -1.2. There is little to no uncertainty about the revenue impact of raising
Presort FCLM rates as proposed by the Postal Service in this case. The rate increase
will cause the Postal Service to lose revenue and will increase its deficit. The Postal
Service’s econometric demand equation for Presort FCLM is fundamentally flawed
because it does not incorporate any cross-price elasticity for esubstitutes or, as a
second best approach, any simulation of the changing relative prices between letters
and esubstitutes.50 The studies which do incorporate either form of a cross-price
elasticity for esubstitutes lead to estimates of the own-price elasticity for Presort FCLM
that are at least three times the Postal Service’s estimate of -0.345.

II. A REVIEW OF THE USPS CASE IN R2010-4/4R AND GCA’S RESPONSE
A comparison of the Postal Service’s initial request for an exigent rate increase in
R2010-4 and its current request in R2013-11 is provided below in TABLE ONE.

GCA submitted a Detailed Analysis (DA1) of the sources of lost volume in
R2010-4R as part of its Comments filed with the Commission on July 25, 2011, and
again with its Reply Comments filed on August 1, 2011 (DA2). It conducted “linear and
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The Postal Service’s deficit fell in FY2013 in part due to the fruition of some cost cutting strategies.
Simulations rest on the known fact that while we may not have a direct time-series data base for the price of
esubstitutes in most cases, we do know with certainty that the relative price of letter mail has increased substantially
as esubstitute prices have fallen greatly. Such simulations incorporated into traditional NPO econometric demand
studies such as the Postal Service’s are an important way of improving the accuracy of postal volume forecasts in a
period of higher uncertainty and risk caused by Internet competition than existed when those demand models were
first constructed.
50
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non-linear best fits to postal volume data from the first quarter of PFY 2005 through the
second quarter of PFY 2011 using RPW data.” (DA1, page 9).
TABLE ONE
R2010-4 and R2013-11, Exigency Revenue Request

R2010-4
% Change

R2010-4
$ Change

R2013-11
% Change

R2013-11
$ Change

FCM:
Single-Piece Letters & Cards
Presort Letters and Cards
Flats
Parcels
DVD Mail
FCM International
Total Change

4.652%
5.927%
6.256%
5.415%
0.000%
4.973%
5.433%

$616,855,582
$969,667,277
$207,095,541
$61,871,846
$0
$46,297,704
$1,901,787,950

4.276%
4.291%
4.627%
4.349%
4.297%
2.391%
4.281%

$464,152,564
$659,642,333
$123,052,260
$29,385,529
$2,904,379
$13,600,018
$1,292,737,084

Standard Mail:
LFP
ECR
Total Change

5.985%
4.681%
5.616%

$727,803,168
$224,761,942
$952,565,110

4.264%
4.266%
4.264%

$500,485,891
$230,917,685
$731,403,576

Periodicals:

8.035%

$154,315,980

4.297%

$73,938,480

Package Services:

6.700%

$105,454,416

4.303%

$37,287,443

5.6%

$3,114,123,456

4.3%

$2,135,366,583

Overall Change:

Sources:
Docket No. R2010-4,
FCM_Worksheets_Revised_Aug62010.xls
Docket No. R2010-4,
Standard_Mail_Wrkshts_Revd_Aug62010.xls
Docket No. R2010-4, Periodicals Worksheet Exigent Request, USPS-R2010-4/3
Docket No. R2010-4, Package Services Mail Worksheet, USPS-R2010-4/4
Docket No. R2010-4R (9-26-2013), First-Class Mail Work Sheets, WP-FCM-R2010-4R.xls, USPS-LR-R2010-4R/2
Docket No. R2010-4R (9-26-2013), Standard Mail Work Sheets, WP-STD-R2010-4R.xls, USPS-LR-R2010-4R/3
Docket No. R2010-4R (9-26-2013), Periodicals Work Sheets, WP-PER-R2010-4R.xls, USPS-LR-R2010-4R/4
Docket No. R2010-4R (9-26-2013), Package Services Work Sheets, WP-PSVC-R2010-4R.xls, USPS-LR-R2010-4R/5
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The data was run excluding the six quarters of the 2008-2009 recession, and then rerun including the recession data. The equations estimated were nearly identical,
indicating that “even if there had not been a recession in 2008-2009, Single-Piece
volumes would have continued to fall at the same rate that they did during and after the
recession.” (DA1, page 10).

Y = -182.71x + 11,700

R2 = 0.8079 Recession data excluded

Y = -187.72x + 11,719

R2 = 0.8002 Recession data included

For Single-Piece FCLM, no-non-linear estimation outperformed the above linear
equations. The R2 in the non-linear estimation was 0.8045 including recession data and
0.8181 excluding recession data.51 (Non-linear estimation outperformed linear in all
other mail subclasses tested except for Periodicals mail.) GCA concluded that “[h]ad the
recession never happened, Single-Piece volumes would have fallen at the same rate
due to broadband diversion as they in fact did during and after the 2008-2009
recession.” (DA1, page 10).
GCA’s detailed analysis (DA2) submitted with its Reply Comments on August 1,
2011 focused only on the Postal Service’s Initial Comments in R2010-4R. It noted that
the Postal Service was now asking “for a $2.34 billion rate increase above any CPI cap”
whereas its original request in R2010-4 was for a $3.11 billion exigency increase. (DA2,
page 1). However, GCA noted that the Postal Service provided a menu of quantification
options, of which one claimed “$11.86 billion in exigent losses including “losses” from
the recovery to date, which volumes are lower than they would have been without the
2008-2009 recession. If taken seriously, this is an exigent rate “request” effectively
400% over its initial request in the case. It is $3.56 billion more than the Postal Service
needs to close its projected $8.3 billion budget deficit in FY2011 in its entirety.” (DA2,
page 2).

51

Non-linear estimation outperformed linear in all other mail subclasses tested except for Periodicals mail.
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This “method two” analysis was based on generating not only $7.24 billion in
extra revenue, but also making up for $4.62 billion in attributable cost cuts that the
Postal Service said it was unable to make to keep up with the volume declines from
FY2007-FY2009. As GCA stated:
The ‘add-on’ to these losses is expressed as the volume variable costs
incurred that should not have been, had the Postal Service been able to cut
these costs step-by-step with declining volume. The Postal Service argues that it
could not keep up with the rate of declining volume in trimming these volume
variable costs, and that they are therefore exigent losses for which it should be
compensated.” (DA2, pages 4-5)
In R2013-11, four years since the end of the recession, the Postal Service has still not
kept up with the rate of decline in volume in its cost cutting efforts, and this argument it
used in R2010-4R is even less plausible now as an excuse for raising rates than it was
a couple years after the recession.
In R2010-4/R, using a “method 5” analysis, the Postal Service asked for $2.34
billion, not substantially different than its $2.14 billion request in R2013-11. The
Commission rejected its $2.34 billion request in 2010. The only substantive
macroeconomic difference between then and now is four years of economic recovery
and expansion since the 2008-2009 recession rather than one year in 2010. Since the
Commission rejected any exigent rate request right after the recession, when its impact
was most pronounced, it is very hard to see how it could ever justify essentially the
same request for the exact same exigent circumstance four years after the fact.
The fact that the Postal Service’s finances have worsened since the end of the
recession does not in the least mean that that is due to the lingering effects of the
recession. The factors that have caused its finances to deteriorate are well known: (1)
the excessive pre-funding requirement for Retiree Health Benefits in PAEA; (2) the
unwillingness or inability of postal management to trim its operating costs in step with
the longstanding negative trend in its traditional letter markets due to Internet diversion,
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a trend it should have anticipated and reacted to far more aggressively than it did at the
end of the twentieth century rather than a decade and a half later.

III. THREE MORE YEARS OF DATA SINCE R2010-4/R STRENGTHENS GCA’S
CONCLUSION THAT THERE WAS NO CHANGE IN THE LONG RUN TREND
OF DIVERSION IN SINGLE-PIECE DURING OR SINCE THE RECESSION
A. Sources of Change Circa 2010 and Sources of Change Circa 2013
The Postal Service is at great pains in this case to prove that a material change
in the volume of Single-Piece letter mail was caused by the last recession, or at least is
highly correlated with its start after 2007Q4. If it cannot make this case, it is not possible
to justify an exigent rate increase for Single-Piece. The Commission’s Order No. 864 at
page 42 made clear that the Postal Service cannot justify an exigent rate increase due
to volume losses caused by the long-run structural change of competition from the
Internet. Thus, the Postal Service has to have an argument that Internet diversion is the
product of two influences: (1) Diversion not caused by the recession, or “long-run (LR)
diversion”; and (2) Diversion caused by the recession, or “short-run (SR) diversion.”
“Pure diversion” and “diversion” are other common terms for the former, and “rec/div” is
witness Thress’s label for the latter.

The view of the Postal Service in 2010 on diversion and recession is perhaps
best summarized in its response to GCA/USPS-T2-1-2 in another case, N2010-1. This
included a detailed reply to the questions along with a “sources of change” table.
“Specifically, macroeconomic effects account for approximately 69 percent of all the
exclusively downward effects on volume (total market dominant and competitive
products) in FY2009. …. Broadly speaking, it seems fair to say that the effects of the
recession appear to account for something in the general neighborhood of two-thirds of
the volume decline experienced in FY2009.” For First Class Mail as a whole, “one sees
a bump in estimated diversion from figures in the 2-3 percent range in 2002 to 2006, up
to figures above 4 percent in the 2007-2009 period, coinciding with what we now believe
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to be the beginning of the recession. While disentangling various effects is not an easy
task, these data support the hypothesis that the recession may have accelerated
diversion of First-Class Mail to the Internet.” It is noteworthy that in response to that
question as well as the exigent cases in 2010 and 2011 and R2013-11 that the Postal
Service is careful to talk about the impact of the recession on “First Class Mail as a
whole”.

For First-Class Single-Piece Letters, the sources of change in mail volumes table
from its answer to GCA in N2010-1 attributes nearly all of the lost volume to the
Internet, not macroeconomic factors (principally the recession), as seen below in
TABLE TWO.

TABLE TWO
Volume Losses in Single-Piece FCLM, 2010 Sources of Change

Year

Macro Factors

Internet

2007

(239.5)

(3,099.7)

2008

(606.6)

(3,263.2)

2009

(1,261.2)

(3,240.9)

In R2013-11, TABLE THREE below summarizes how the Postal Service now
views sources of change due to the last recession in Single-Piece First-Class letter mail.
Macro Factors now account for 54.7% for the decline in Single-Piece due to the impact
of the recession while Diversion accounts for 45.3%. This is quite a large change in
opinion even for the Postal Service and witness Thress in a mere three years. From
TABLE TWO above, Diversion originally accounted for 92.7% of falling volume in the
last year before the recession, 84.3% during the first year of the recession in 2008, and
72% during the last year of the recession. On average, before the advent of Mr.
Thress’s “Intervention Analysis” using three linear trends for Single-Piece, Macro
Factors accounted for 18% of the drop in Single-Piece volume for the three years in
TABLE TWO, and 22.3% during the recession years. In a mere three years, Macro
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Factors have become 245% greater as an explanation for the decline in Single-Piece in
the Sources of Change analysis sponsored by the Postal Service.

TABLE THREE
2013 Sources of Change, First-Class SP Letters
(Volume in millions)

Time
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

Col1
Employment
(386)
(415)
(320)
(245)
(281)
(439)
(626)
(672)
(533)
(282)
(61)

Col2=Col3+Col5
Interventions
(1,802)
(1,875)
(1,828)
(1,764)
(1,691)
(1,744)
(2,973)
(2,992)
(2,722)
(2,457)
(2,249)

Intervention Decomposition
Col3
Col5
Diversion
Rec/Diversion
(1,802)
0
(1,875)
0
(1,828)
0
(1,764)
0
(1,691)
0
(1,632)
(112)
(1,548)
(1,425)
(1,392)
(1,600)
(1,267)
(1,455)
(1,143)
(1,314)
(1,047)
(1,203)

Col6=Col1+Col5
Total Macro
(386)
(415)
(320)
(245)
(281)
(551)
(2,051)
(2,271)
(1,988)
(1,595)
(1,264)

Notes:
Intervention = Diversion + Rec/Diversion = Col3+Col5
Diversion = Pure Internet Impact on Volume = Col3
Rec/Diversion = Internet Diversion due to macro-economic conditions, acceleration
of internet diversion during the recessionary period = Col5
Employment = Macro impact but not the total macro impact
Total Macro Impact = Employment + Rec/Diversion = Col1+Col5
Recession = Col4 = Used for some demand equations, but not single piece
Thress has a trend variable which is zero before 2007 and then 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and etc.
for years starting with 2007 and after.
Source: Sources-of-ChangeCalcs.xlsx in USPS-R2010-4R/10.

Lost volume from the macroeconomic variable “employment” is listed by year from 2002
through 2012 in column one of TABLE THREE. As expected, these losses are higher
during the two recession years of 2008 and most of 2009. Unexpected, indeed counterintuitive, is the fact that they are negative throughout the recovery and growth years
between the 2001-2002 recession and the 2008-2009 recession. Employment was
growing in these years, not falling. The second column introduces a term called
“intervention”, a new econometric technique used by the Postal Service (and witness
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Thress) for the first time in the econometric demand equations submitted to the
Commission on January 22, 2013. This new technique was never explained until the
July 1 Narrative.
For the present set of demand equations, this use of “cumulative negative
trend” variables has been abandoned. Instead, the unique impacts of the ‘Great
Recession’ on mail volumes are estimated using a technique called Intervention
Analysis which fits a non-linear function to the dependent variable (mail
volume). The resulting intervention variables are smooth functions which shift
gradually from zero to a “ceiling” level which represents the full unique impact
of the Great Recession (or some other “intervention” event) on mail volume.
(Narrative, page 9)
The impact of total Interventions on Single-Piece FCLM during the Great Recession
was 2,973 million pieces in 2008 and 2,992 million pieces in 2009 as seen in column 2.
The total Interventions are decomposed into parts in columns 3 and 5.

Unlike the 2010 and 2011 exigent cases, the Postal Service is now claiming that
there was an indirect negative impact on Single-Piece FCLM as a result of the
recession: an acceleration in the diversion of Single-Piece volume to the Internet not
only throughout the recession, but ever since it ended as well. These volume losses are
shown in column 5, and the long-run Internet diversion not due to the recession, or pure
diversion, is shown in column 3. The total volume loss caused directly or indirectly by
the recession (during and since) is the sum of losses from employment in column one
plus losses from the acceleration of Internet diversion allegedly caused by the recession
in column five. This sum by year is seen in the last column of TABLE THREE labeled
“Total Macro”.

What is the result on claimed losses in R2013-1 compared to R2010-4/4R as a
result of changing the technique used to estimate econometric demand equations for
Single-Piece FCLM? TABLE FOUR below shows the differences are dramatic and
higher. For example, while the Total Macro loss in Single-Piece volume from the
recession in 2008 (measured by fluctuations in employment) in the 2010 dockets was
442 million pieces, with the new econometric technique of Intervention
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TABLE FOUR
Sources of Change in R2010-4/R and R2013-1, First-Class SP Letters

2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

Population
2013 2010
559
580
536
553
479
493
472
477
442
447
448
447
400
404
337
360
308
284
272

Employment
2013
2010
(386)
(878)
(415)
(585)
(320)
(220)
(245)
15
(281)
58
(439)
(151)
(626)
(442)
(672) (1,063)
(533)
(282)
(61)

Own Price Elasticity
2013
2010
(123)
(171)
(529)
(619)
(0)
0
0
0
(154)
(207)
(193)
(228)
(200)
(231)
(128)
(158)
(167)
(3)
(45)

Inflation
2013
2010
124
147
148
182
139
172
186
230
223
269
141
170
199
248
56
57
34
79
106

Interventions
2013
(1,802)
(1,875)
(1,828)
(1,764)
(1,691)
(1,744)
(2,973)
(2,992)
(2,722)
(2,457)
(2,249)

Internet
2010
(1,717)
(1,824)
(1,710)
(1,854)
(2,038)
(2,876)
(3,081)
(3,054)

Intervention Decomposition
Diversion Recession Rec/Diversion
2013
2013
2013
(1,802)
0
0
(1,875)
0
0
(1,828)
0
0
(1,764)
0
0
(1,691)
0
0
(1,632)
0
(112)
(1,548)
0
(1,425)
(1,392)
0
(1,600)
(1,267)
0
(1,455)
(1,143)
0
(1,314)
(1,047)
0
(1,203)

Total Macro
2013
2010
(386)
(878)
(415)
(585)
(320)
(220)
(245)
15
(281)
58
(551)
(151)
(2,051) (442)
(2,271) (1,063)
(1,988)
(1,595)
(1,264)

Notes:
2013 Total Macro = Employment+Rec/Diversion
2010 Total Macro = Employment
Diversion means pure internet diversion
Rec/Diversion means internet diversion due to recession
Sources: Sources-of-Change.xlsx in R2010-4(R) Volume Loss Filed on November 21 2011 and
Sources-of-ChangeCalcs.xlsx in USPS-2010-4R/10 filed on Filed on 9-26-2013.
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Analysis, the Total Macro losses were 2,051 million pieces, of which 69.5% was
allegedly due to the acceleration of Internet diversion of Single-Piece after 2007Q4. In
2009, the old econometric technique showed Total Macro losses in Single-Piece volume
of 1,063 million pieces while the new econometric technique using Intervention Analysis
shows 2,271 million pieces lost, 70.4% of which was allegedly due to the acceleration in
diversion caused by the recession.
The new technique assumes, of course, that there was a distinct “third” trend in
diversion of Single-Piece volume continuing well past the recession. In 2012, the
“lingering” Total Macro volume losses in Single-Piece are shown to be 1,264 million
pieces. The percentage allegedly due to the acceleration of diversion is now 95.2% of
the Total Macro impact in 2012 from the 2008-2009 recession. Even with witness
Thress’s answer to POIR No. 6, question one in this case, however, it has yet to be
explained the quantitative step-by-step procedures used to apportion Diversion between
pure diversion and short run diversion (rec/div) in his econometric model.

A. The Postal Volume Declines Caused by the Recession Are Apparent from
Quarterly RPW Data in the Classes and Products that Were Affected
The charts which follow are the plots of actual quarterly volume data prerecession, recession, and post-recession. The shaded area in the attached graphs is
the recession period. The red arrows mark the starting dates of three trends in internet
diversion of Single-Piece FCLM, Workshared FCLM, Standard Regular and Standard
ECR that are based on the judgment of the econometrician and his investigation of
spikes in recursive residuals.52

Standard Regular is the clearest case of a major market dominant product for the
Postal Service that was greatly impacted by the recession. The break seen in Figure 1
52

The only tables of recursive residuals for the single piece demand equation in the econometric output appear to be
the final ones, where there are no spikes. The judgment of the econometrician as a factor in choosing the starting
dates for three trends is based on a statement made by Postal Service witness Thress in a technical conference on
10/31/13, recorded on the Commission’s website. On November 22, at 4 p.m. the Postal Service submitted material
relating to this issue that, given its length, cannot be examined by the November 26 due date of this Statement. See
USPS answer to POIR No. 8, question 1, pp. 1-86.
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on page 14 between continuous volume growth followed by a sharp downturn almost
simultaneously with the onset of recession is clear-cut and dramatic. Volume has
recovered since the end of the recession, but starting with 2011 appears to be trending
back towards recession lows.

Figure 1

Standard ECR volume was also clearly affected by the recession. It was a
leading indicator of its onset as seen in Figure 2. Volume fell outside the bounds of
normal volatility after 2007Q2 before the start of the recession and followed that same
trend until the end of the recession. Volumes have since stabilized, trending around
recession lows at levels substantially below the pre-recession stability of ECR (8 billion
pieces then vs. 6 billion now).
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Figure 2

Presort FCLM is not a market dominant product one could conclude much about
in 2010. GCA concluded that the impact of the recession on Presort volume was
ambiguous. Extra quarterly data available in this case now makes it clear that Presort
volume was hurt by the recession, and has never recovered since. (See Figure 3
below).) It did not peak until the second quarter after the recession began although the
Postal Service dates the start of a new Presort trend with the start of the recession in
2008Q1, one quarter before the new trend in Standard Regular. Presort experienced
mild growth for some years before the recession. However, since the second quarter of
2008, Presort FCLM has exhibited a falling trend at about the same rate of decline postrecession as during the recession, indicating a planned phase-in of esubstitutes for
transaction mail carried out systematically for long-run purposes. Did the recession
cause the private sector’s substitution of electronic products for bank and credit card
statements?
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Figure 3

This diversion would very likely have happened anyway but the planning and
execution became timed differently as a result of the recession. Therefore, it is difficult
to answer whether the decline in Presort during the recession was “caused by” the
exigent evident or by plans in the making associated more with pure or long run
diversion. The business facts and the continuation of the same new trend since the
recession ended point to the latter explanation.

On page 11 of the July 1 Narrative, the Postal Service explains Intervention
trends in its demand models: “As noted above, Intervention Analysis of this type is used
to model unique aspects of the ‘Great Recession’ on several classes of mail, most
significantly Standard Mail.” Figure 1 above does show a precipitous drop in Standard
Mail that coincides with the NBER dating of the start of the recession. The drop is a
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complete departure, a different trend altogether, from the relatively steady growth of
Standard Mail volume leading right up to the start of the recession. The decline in
Standard ECR and First-Class workshared mail is not as dramatic a change in trend as
with Standard Regular, but it is clearly evident in Figure 2 and Figure 3. (Corresponding
changes in quarterly RPW volume for Standard non-profit and Periodicals before, during
and since the recession are found in APPENDIX I.)

What does USPS witness Thress say about the pre-recession, recession and
post-recession volume trends in Single-Piece? The discussion appears in two
documents; (1) his testimony in this case, “Further Statement of Thomas E. Thress”,
(Docket Number R2013-1, Filed 9/26/13), (hereafter “Further Statement”; and (2) a
companion narrative filed by the Postal Service without Docket Number on July 1, 2013,
“Narrative Explanation of Econometric Demand Equations for Market Dominant
Products Filed with Postal Regulatory Commission on January 22, 2013” (hereafter
“Narrative”).53 In the Postal Service’s July 1st Narrative the following statement is made
which attempts (unsuccessfully) to link the observable downward trend in raw RPW
quarterly data observed in Presort starting with the recession to the manufactured trend
for Single-Piece observable only in the econometric demand model, but not the raw
RPW quarterly data as seen in Figure 4 below.54

The third and (so far) final diversion trend in the First-Class Single-Piece letters
demand equation is estimated to have begun in 2007Q4. The timing here
coincides closely with the onset of the ‘Great Recession’ (the NBER dates the
53

It is unfortunate and a bit odd that this document is buried together with and after an unrelated filing on cost
segments on July 1, 2013, rather than accompanying the econometric demand equations filed with the Commission
on January 22, 2013 as such narratives have been since 2007. The Daily Listings at the Commission for July 1, 2013,
state USPS filed a document “Summary Description of USPS Development of Costs by Segments and Components,
Fiscal Year 2012; and Narrative Explanation of Econometric Demand Equations for Market Dominant Products as of
November, 2012.” Had the Narrative been filed in a timely manner in January it would have given prospective
intervenors in this case adequate time to thoroughly look into the substantial differences in the Postal Service’s
econometric work than can be accomplished in the short timetable for Comments and analysis in an exigent rate
case. The Postal Service has not offered any explanation for the 5 month delay in filing the Narrative nor any
explanation as to why it was listed with and after entirely separate CRA data in the Commission’s daily listing.
54
The term “manufactured” is used here to describe variables for which complex transformations have been made to
basic data from BLS, BEA, Global Insight and related sources in order to serve the purposes of the econometric
demand equations, the over-riding objective of which is to produce high R2 for multiple regressions run against
historical data. The danger of such a unilateral focus is that, in return for marginal improvements in R2, it can distort
the true micro- and macro- economic relationships between independent variables, especially as they actually exist in
the historical context under investigation.
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recession as having started in 2008Q1). Like the second diversion trend, it also
coincides closely with increased diversion of First-Class workshared letters as
well, which has a second diversion trend that starts in 2008Q3. This third trend
reflects further acceleration in the shift of many types of mail to electronic
alternatives, a trend which appears to have been accelerated in part due to the
‘Great Recession’. This third trend is estimated to have more than doubled the
prior diversion rate, leading to an overall annual diversion rate of -9.7%.
(Narrative, page 15.)

Figure 4

The above statement insofar as Presort is concerned is supported by looking at
2008Q3 in Figure 3 above. A peak is reached in 2008Q2, and the trend that follows
thereafter during and since the 2008-2009 recession is noticeably different than the
trend for First-Class Presort letters that preceded it. Is the same true for Single-Piece?
Unlike the RPW quarterly volume trends in Figures 1-3, there is no material difference in
the diversion trend for Single-Piece before, during and after the 2008-2009 recession in
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Figure 4 below. A single linear trend from 2001 through 2012 has a very high R2 value
of .8969, one that does not entail any manipulation of the demand equation or
manufacture of independent variables within it to maximize the R2.

One of the greatest puzzles for the Commission as well as for GCA in the case
presented by the Postal Service in R2013-11 in its econometric demand models is why
changes in mail volume trends associated with the onset of the last recession are
evident in RPW data as well as the Postal Service’s econometric demand models for all
major postal products except for Single-Piece FCLM. Only by using the manufactured
trends in its econometric demand equation can the Postal Service contend that the
average annual drop in Diversion of Single-Piece volume more than doubled annually
after 2007Q4 compared to the average annual drop in a second manufactured trend
which started in 2002Q2. It may well be that such a manufactured trend in Single-Piece
was felt to be necessary because of the Postal Service’s equitable arguments
surrounding the across-the-board nature of its revenue request; if it could not show an
exigent cause for the fall in a major volume, revenue and contribution product like
Single-Piece, the across-the-board rate increase would have to be thrown out for all
postal products, not just Single-Piece, because the latter is fully 30 percent of the total
contribution loss from the recession calculated by the Postal Service.

How does the Postal Service manufacture an econometric demand model for
Single-Piece showing distinct trends in diversion, especially the precipitous one it claims
started in 2007Q4 when it is not evident in the least from the quarterly RPW data in
Figure 4? For the proposed rate increases in this case, if any are to be approved by the
Commission, should it rely on what the quarterly RPW data show, or the entirely
different story that the Postal Service’s manufactured trends for Single-Piece show?
Sections C. and D. below seek to answer that question.
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B. Regression Lines for the Postal Service’s Three Linear Diversion Trends
The Narrative states that for the Single-Piece FCLM demand equation, “diversion
is no longer modeled via explicit Internet variables, but, instead, is measured through a
series of simple linear time trends which start at various times within the sample periods
over which the Postal Service’s demand equations are estimated.” (Narrative, page 15).

Figure 5 depicts these three linear trends as three colors for the quarterly data
plotted. Using quarterly RPW volume data, one can see that the slope of Trend Line 2
immediately preceding the recession is extremely close to that of Trend Line 3, not
twice the rate of decline as observed in the Postal Service’s manufactured trends in its
econometric demand equation for Single-Piece.

Witness Thress does not use quarterly RPW volume in his demand equations.
He uses a “normalized” transformation of RPW volume: volume per population aged 22
and over per USPS business day55 in a quarter. Figure 6 below illustrates the three
linear trends witness Thress identifies with SP FCLM volume using his measure of
normalized volume. This figure should give an indication as to what the manufactured
trends reflect using a different dependent variable than raw RPW quarterly data.
The reported R2 for each trend line is higher than in Figure 5, and the difference
between Trend Line 2 and Trend Line 3 is even closer than the observed differences
using raw quarterly RPW data. This indicates Thress’s normalized volume is a better
variable for a demand function than is raw RPW data. However, by normalizing the
dependent variable, any difference between Trend Line 2 and Trend Line 3 is barely
observable, only 9.5 million pieces per quarter than trend line 2.

55

This variable is entirely different from the Macro variable in his demand equation for FCLM, which is an
“employment” measure.
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Figure 5
Internet Diversion Trends of the Volume Level of FCM, SP Letters, Cards, and Flats
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Note: Starting date of internet diversion trends are 1993Q4, 2002Q4, and 2007Q4. Linear trends on the chart are from the start date to the
end date.
Source: RCFDATA.xlsx file in the library reference , USPS-R2010-4R-9.

Figure 6
Internet Diversion Trends in the Volume of FCM SP letters, Cards, and Flats
per Adult Population per Business Day
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Source: RCFDATA.xlsx file in the library reference , USPS-R2010-4R-9.
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One would have to conclude from the results in Figure 6 that the 2008-2009 recession
did not cause Single-Piece letters to fall at a substantially faster rate than the long run
diversion trend in place years before the recession as USPS witness Thress’s model
claims it did. It did not cause any material acceleration of diversion, only a very small
level of Single-Piece volume declines than can be attributed to the exigent evident. This
result in Figure 6 is largely consistent with GCA’s position – in 2010 and now – that the
2008-2009 recession did not impact Internet diversion materially because diversion is
being driven by long run esubstitute technology, price, and other product attributes that
produce essentially the same trend before, during and since the recession ended.

Figure 7
Internet Diversion Trends in the 4 Quarter Moving Average Volume of
FCM SP letters, Cards, and Flats
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Note: Starting date of internet diversion trends are 1993Q4, 2002Q4, and 2007Q4. Linear trends on the chart are from the start date to
the end date.
Source: RCFDATA.xlsx file in the library reference , USPS-R2010-4R-9.

Figure 7 above represents the Postal Service’s three Internet diversion trends
based on a four quarter moving average of quarterly RPW Single-Piece volume data.
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While larger than the 9.5 million piece difference from Figure 6, this is also a relatively
insignificant change between Trends 2 and 3, which show overall quarterly volume
losses of 169 million pieces per quarter for Trend 2 and 198 million pieces for Trend 3.
Trend line 3 starting with 2008Q1 indicates that about 29 million more pieces of SinglePiece letter mail per quarter were lost to diversion during the recession and since than
before the recession in Trend Line 2 ending in 2007Q4 (197.75-168.98 = 29 million
pieces).

To summarize, using TABLE FIVE below, the three different dependent variables
of Single-Piece volume estimated herein all produce very minor variations in the ratio of
Trend 3 to Trend 2 slopes, whereas the ratio for the Postal Service’s multivariate
demand equation for Single-Piece is 2.163, indicating a dramatic acceleration in
diversion of Single-Piece letter mail from the start of the recession until now nowhere
evident in our basic tests. What other variables, structural characteristics, or judgments
and assumptions made in the Postal Service’s model are producing such a
discrepancy?
TABLE FIVE
SLOPES OF LINEAR TREND LINES FOR INTERNET DIVERSION OF SINGLE-PIECE
FCLM
(Bold denotes no material difference between trend 2 and 3)

Volume Measure

(1)
(2)
1993Q4 - 2002Q4 TREND 1 TREND 2

(3)
2007Q4 TREND 3

(4)
Tr 3 / Tr 2

1. Raw Vol data to end

-116.58

-169.64

-184.47

1.087

2. 4Qtr Moving Aver data to end

-111.74

-168.98

-197.75

1.170

3. Normalized Vol data to end

-0.0081

-0.101

-0.103

1.020

0.009896

0.010963

0.023709

2.163

4. USPS/Thress corr for other factors

Note: Data to end means linear trends for: 1993Q4-2013Q3; 2002Q4-2013Q3; and 2007Q4-2013Q3.
Data ends with trend means linear trends for 1993Q4-2002Q3; 2002Q4-2007Q3; and
2007Q4-2013Q3.
Normalized volume means raw volume divided by the adult population and then divided by
the number of USPS business days in a quarter.
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Even if there were distinctive differences in the trend of diversion before the
recession and during and since, as reflected in row 4 of column 4 in TABLE FIVE, it is
far from clear that they were caused by the exigent event itself.

TABLE SIX below shows the pattern of growth for smart phones, a new set of
esubstitutes the introduction of which just happened to coincide with NBER’s dating of
the start of the 2008-2009 recession. Did the ramp up of smart phones simply “replace”
existing diversion or did all the features and mobility they offered “increase” (or
“accelerate”) diversion? Smart phones and other new products and technologies such
as tablets and social networks like Facebook replacing older esubstitutes driving
diversion, is fully consistent with Figure 4, which shows that the recession did not
accelerate the rate of diversion of Single-Piece. The newer products simply extended
the same pure long run diversion trend as before the recession.
New products typically follow an “S” shaped growth curve, they start out growing
slowly, followed by rapid growth and then slower growth as the product matures.
Internet diversion in the long run can be characterized as having followed multiple S
curves as esubstitutes came into the market, followed their normal product life cycle,
and were replaced or displaced by newer esubstitutes when the rate of return on a
mature substitute fell below a normal rate of return for this high-tech sector of the
economy. The reason the rate of diversion of Single-Piece mail has continued
uninterrupted at the same rate is because when esubstitutes move through their
individual product life cycles, the demand for new esubstitutes promising a return to
higher growth and a higher rate of return stimulates the demand for investment in new
esubstitutes. The process has continued uninterrupted causing the same long run
diversion rate today that has existed for over two decades.

Broadband itself has exhibited S curve growth as Fiber Optic Cable replaced
DSL, and as wireless 3G and 4G replaced Fiber. E-readers and tablets, Facebook and
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TABLE SIX
Cell and Smart Phone Sales by Major Firms Selling in the U. S. Market
(Millions of Units)
Year

Apple

Motorola

Samsung

Nokia

RIM

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2.3

61
60
73
76
105
145
210 P
165

21
29
42
55
86
104
117
154

127
140
152
182
208
265
345
436

0
0
0
0
1
4
NA
10

2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

12
24
42
89
157.6

108
59
39
40
NA

202
238
282
330
396.5

475 P
442
463
422
335.6

25
35
10
52
NA

Source:

Compiled by Wikipedia from 42 separate sources.
Sales are global by companies having major shares in the U. S. market.
Nokia is the dominant firm in Europe but occupied a major share of the U.S. market until
smart phones began to overtake cell phones
Samsung is the dominant firm in Asia but occupies a large and increasing market share of
smart phones in the U. S. in recent years
Apple and RIM (until its recent financial problems) are the two time series most indicative of
the U.S. and North American markets alone

other social media, and several generations of increasingly sophisticated smart phones
with texting capability and mobile apps that can be installed are not different stages of a
single gargantuan Internet S growth curve; each has its own S curve which displaces
older esubstitutes which have moved well up their own S curve in such a way that the
momentum of Internet diversion has remained steady over the long run.

The only issue here is whether the newer esubstitutes simply sustained the preexisting trends of pure diversion or caused an accelerated trend in diversion which the
Postal Service claims was caused by the recession, not by new esubstitutes. If there
was no acceleration in diversion, this entire issue is moot. As witness Thress has
stated, the pre-existing trend in diversion did not slow down. But it did not accelerate
either as is clear from Figure 4. Yet nobody but the Postal Service and witness Thress
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have claimed that diversion accelerated from prior trends using a demand model whose
linear trends are totally inconsistent with actual RPW quarterly diversion trends in
Single-Piece.

The fact that smart phones, tablets, social networks and other new esubstitutes
only replaced older esubstitutes but did not accelerate diversion cannot logically lend
support to the Postal Service’s contention that most internet diversion during and since
the recession was indirectly caused by the recession. If there was no acceleration in
diversion in the first place during the recession and since, then clearly smart phone
sales growth noted in TABLE SIX did not cause any acceleration in diversion. It simply
replaced older esubstitutes in such a way as to maintain the same rate of growth and
same rate of return on investment in this high tech sector, which has appeared as the
same long run rate of diversion of Single-Piece letter mail.

A person replacing paying bills on his PC versus his laptop versus a smartphone
does NOT mean no further displacement of SP mail used by that person. Just to
continue the same downward trend would require the same person using online
services to increase his usage. That is exactly what has been going on innovation after
innovation. Broadband Fiber Optic Cable made it much easier and faster to do online
banking and bill paying from a desktop PC or laptop. Smartphones now enable the
ability to do online banking and bill paying from anywhere. Increases in processor
speed, increases in storage space and its location now on the Cloud have all
contributed to maintaining the momentum that has caused a steady rate of mail
diversion to esubstitutes. Put differently, more Single-Piece letter mail is being diverted
per person, not fundamentally because so many more people are “signing up” for the
Internet. All these innovations sustain the downward trend in SP mail volume at what
appears to be the same historic rate of 5, 10 or even 15 to 20 years ago.

In summary, the fact that smartphone growth has not accelerated diversion does
not prove that recession accelerated diversion because there has not been any
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acceleration in diversion of Single-Piece in the first place, especially during the 20082009 recession.
Figure 9 below summarizes witness Thress’s bifurcation of diversion in SinglePiece mail volumes. The assumptions and judgments made in his manufactured
diversion story are simply not credible. Internet diversion of Single-Piece FCLM has
been an ongoing long-period process whose momentum has developed and sustained
itself over nearly two decades now. To make his case that this trend is still going on, but
that a separate and distinct diversion trend called recession diversion (rec/div) suddenly
appeared out of the clear blue at the exact date NBER dated the start of the recession
and then accelerated so rapidly that it overtook long-period diversion quantitatively as
an explanation of falling volumes in Single-Piece FCLM, witness Thress simply
stretches the boundaries beyond which econometric modeling can be effective to a
never-never land of complete incredulity.

Figure 9
Sources of Single-Piece Volume Loss in USPS Diversion Story
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NBER did not date the 2007Q4 peak and the 2008Q1 start of the 2008-2009
recession until a year later, in December of 2008. In witness Thress’s view of consumer
behavior in the use of Single-Piece mail, however, consumers must have been the best
leading indicator of the onset of that recession that has ever existed in the long history
of U. S. business cycle research.
If we are to believe witness Thress’s model, after barely coming into existence in
2007, by the end of 2008, rec/div suddenly exploded onto the scene in consumers’
minds, practically rivaling in importance all the technological innovation, price and other
non-price reasons that drove the momentum of Internet substitution gradually but
steadily over the previous twenty years. Moreover, during the last year of the recession
in 2009 and ever since, consumer behavior has been so focused on switching to
esubstitutes and out of the mail because of the recession and its aftermath, that
consumers have lost their memories of all the price and non-price factors which drove
their diversion behavior exclusively for the previous twenty years, including the
aftermath of the1987 stock market crash and the 2001 and 2002 recessions.
As Figure 9 above shows, in the Postal Service’s and witness Thress’s view, the
lost volume in Single-Piece FCLM from 2009 through the present caused by consumer
behavioral changes modeled in the rec/div variable have exceeded those due to long
run momentum factors driving “pure” diversion from innovations like broadband and
smart phones, falling esubstitute prices, non-price convenience, green paperless
attributes, speed, memory, portability, computing power capacity, and the like. USPS
witness Thress’s econometric Intervention Analysis for Single-Piece FCLM has not
produced a credible inference, nor has the witness or the Postal Service, that the
recession caused material exigent volume losses in Single-Piece. As Figure 9 makes
rather obvious, it has simply assumed that it did through manufactured econometric
demand modeling. No such assumption is warranted. There was no material
acceleration in diversion in Single-Piece FCLM that USPS can now claim four years
after the fact in R2013-11 as an exigent circumstance during or since the 2008-2009
recession.
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C. USPS Witness Thress’s Manufactured Variables Distort “Sources of Change”
Some of USPS Witness Thress’s time series variables in the Single-Piece
demand equation could be described as the econometric modeling equivalent of having
had plastic surgery one-too-many times. The countenance after the face lift, Botox, nip
and tuck and other procedures render the subject variables unrecognizable, in this case
the measure of “employment” as one of the key independent variables in the SinglePiece demand equation.

To illustrate the problems that can occur when plastic surgery is performed on an
explanatory variable for the Postal Service’s quarterly RPW volume time series, namely,
the transformation of the BLS employment data using adult population data and the
trend component of the Hodrick-Prescott (H-P) macro filter, consider Figure 10 and
Figure 11 below.

In Figure 10, as would be expected, one can see the impact of both the 20012002 and 2008-2009 recessions in negative trends in the BLS total non-farm
employment data in the blue line. BLS employment resumes growing in 2003 and after
the last recession in early 2010. This is not the employment variable witness Thress
uses. As a first approximation to his variable, he uses private employment divided by
the adult population 22 and over, as shown in the red line in Figure 10. The recovery in
his employment variable from the last recession does not start until at least a year after
the BLS measure in the blue line. In fact, depending on how one views the employment
to population quarterly data from the bottom of the recession in 2009, one could argue
there has been no growth in that measure, whereas there has been unmistakable
growth in the BLS measure.
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Figure 10
Total Non-Farm Employment vs Employment to Population Ratio
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Figure 10 is the time series from 1983 – 2013, whereas Figure 11 zeroes in on
the 1998 period and performs a further transformation on witness Thress’ employment
variable than the employment to population ratio in Figure 10. It adds the HodrickPrescott H-P trend Macro filter to the red line in Figure 10. The two versions of the
employment to population ratio time series from 1998 – 2013 in both figures are
dramatically different. Why does this matter in the sources of change analysis? It
matters because one can use Figure 11 to illustrate how the Single-Piece econometric
demand equation can surgically transform a four and a half year period of rising BLS
employment and GDP growth between 2003 and 2007 into a period of continuous
Macroeconomic decline using witness Thress’ employment variable.
Figure 11 below essentially highlights USPS witness Thress’s revisionism of
economic history on the BLS employment data variable even better than Figure 10
because it adds a Hodrick-Prescott (H-P) transformation to the employment to
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population ratio which separates trend from cyclical employment in the red line of Figure
10. Thress’s H-P filtered trend employment variable only turns around from being
negative to positive after 2012Q2. Total BLS non-farm employment turns positive after
2010Q1. Using the H-P filter, the demand model for SP FCLM continues to show
losses in SP volume caused by the recession, more specifically by rec/div, for two years
after actual employment data from the BLS does.
Figure 11

That affects the sources-of-change analysis, it distorts the dependent variable in
the equation by purporting to show that there was a negative employment effect on
Single-Piece volume for two years after BLS data shows employment, by itself and
apart from other factors affecting volume, should have had a positive effect on volume.
As importantly, the H-P filter used in the Single-Piece FCLM demand equation has a
continuous negative trend after 2000Q2. Using witness Thress’s employment variable
there is no positive contribution made to the demand for Single-Piece FCLM throughout
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the six years of economic recovery and growth following the 2001/2002 recession(s), a
contribution clearly seen from the BLS employment data in the blue line between 2003
and 2008.

As a consequence of the negative long run trend created by the H-P filter,
witness Thress’s Macro conditions variable, the H-P trend filter for ‘normalized’
employment for adults 22 and over, appears to have ended up correlating with and
reflecting little more than pure diversion, the main negative trend variable over the 20032008 period for Single-Piece.
USPS witness Thress’s model is able to introduce a rec/div variable at the start
of the recession, bifurcating diversion into two parts, but in truth he has already
bifurcated diversion before the onset of recession. Because his negative employment
variable prior to the 2008-2009 recession is mainly reflecting diversion, not the actual
positive employment trends for years leading up to recession, Mr. Thress has actually
cut the diversion apple into three pieces: pure diversion, Macro diversion caused
indirectly by the recession (rec/div), and Macro pre-recession diversion (pre-rec/div)
caused directly from the serious misspecification of his employment variable.

Witness Thress attributes the loss of 2.1 billion pieces of Single-Piece FCLM
from 2002 to 2007 to his H-P trend employment proxy for macroeconomic conditions
rather than diversion despite the fact this period saw employment growth and GDP
growth. He thereby creates a time series far longer than, and well before, the 20082009 recession in which a negative employment trend always prevails so that a portion
of the drop in Single-Piece FCLM volume is misleadingly re-allocated by his model from
pure diversion to seemingly adverse Macro conditions that are nowhere in evidence
over that 5-6 year period preceding the recession.

Witness Thress then extends his declining Macro employment variable time
series into the actual recession and well beyond it. Much like he borrows some pure
diversion declines in Single-Piece volume before the recession for attribution to
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negative Macro conditions, starting with the recession he borrows a lot more SinglePiece volume from a long run pure diversion trend and attributes it to the indirect impact
of the recession in accelerating diversion.

All in all, the numbers themselves in Figures 9-11 show the complete lack of
credibility in this story. Pure diversion falls in his model from 1.8 billion pieces annually
in 2002 to about 1 billion pieces by 2012 even though most of this period was heavily
influenced by the rapid growth of broadband service which facilitated deeper use of the
Internet for transactions in lieu of mail and an explosion in new esubstitute devices for
business and home use. In witness Thress’s model, diversion caused indirectly by
recession rather than long run factors like the spread of broadband actually becomes
the main driver of total diversion in his model from 2008 to date. This is simply not a
plausible description of how consumers of Single-Piece FCLM make choices, by
completely changing the main reasons for their decisions to switch to esubstitutes over
the past 5 years compared to the previous 5, 10 or 15 years.

IV. THE OWN-PRICE ELASTICITY USED BY USPS FOR SINGLE-PIECE IN
R2013-11 IS A STATISTICAL OUTLIER AT A 99% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL
WHEN COMPARED WITH TWELVE OPEN MINDED, RIGOROUS ESTIMATES
A. Postal Elasticity Studies Completed Since 2006
In 2006 there were few if any published studies examining own-price elasticities
of FCLM other than those entered in rate cases before the PRC such as R2006-1 by the
Postal Service. In that case, GCA questioned the methodology used in the econometric
demand studies sponsored by the Postal Service. It questioned the use of CES demand
functions at a time when it had become more than clear that the growth of Internet and
especially Broadband competition suggested a VES model specification. The testimony
by GCA in R2006-1 included a very simple VES model specification, in part because
there were no other studies available which estimated own-price elasticities for single
piece FCLM in the presence of Internet diversion.
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That is not the case in 2013. There have been several elasticity studies for FCLM
published since R2006-1. One can use these studies to examine the credibility of the
Postal Service’s econometric demand models in R2013-11. These studies use postal
data from the U.S., UK, France, Finland and Switzerland. The impact of the Internet and
broadband on postal FCLM volumes in other developed countries has been virtually the
same as in the U.S., other than minor variations in timing. Respected analysts such as
Fève, Florens, Rodriguez and Soteri (2010) state that such other-country data along
with forward-looking surveys of mailer responses to possible price increases are two
Bayesian statistical techniques that one should use to shore up the weaknesses of
traditional NPO econometric demand modeling in the face of Internet competition. That
includes the demand models used by the U. S. Postal Service.56 This analysis is limited
to examining postal price elasticities in five countries and related issues, such as
whether own-price elasticities are rising, falling or constant, whether cross price
elasticities enter the demand equations, and how competition from esubstitutes is
modeled.

The Postal Service and Mr. Thress have taken a very different direction in
econometric demand modeling in R2013-11 than in prior work submitted to the
Commission around January each year since enactment of PAEA. The “Narrative
Explanation of Econometric Demand Equations for Market Dominant Products Filed
with Postal Regulatory Commission on January 22, 2013” (Narrative) was itself not filed
at the Commission until July 1, 2013, which is insufficient time for a thorough technical
review of all the changes in the model. One such major change is that it eliminates all
past approaches to measuring the impact of the Internet: “consumption expenditures on
Internet Service Providers, the number of households with Broadband Internet access,
and the number of Global Internet Servers.” (Narrative, page 14).

56

Fève et al. (2012) states that including information from other countries in calibrating baseline postal econometric
demand models in a changing external environment is one of four sources of information to “form prior distributions
for the model parameter set.” “Fourth, information from other relevant markets, including postal markets in other
countries.” pp. 121-122.
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Unlike most other demand models in five countries including the U.S., the Postal
Service does not go outside of its traditional econometric model comfort zone in
addressing Internet diversion. Instead, it tries to model diversion by linear trends within
the demand model, which it attributes to Internet diversion of the mail. It adopts a new
definition of Single-Piece FCLM that produces an even lower own-price elasticity than
its traditional letters, flats and parcels (LFP) approach used through the FY2011 ACR
process. The new definition combines letters, flats and cards to estimate Single-Piece
own-price elasticities.

B. The Results Of Elasticity Studies For Single-Piece And Presort

In Figure 12 the own-price elasticities of Single-Piece FCLM are organized from
the lowest findings to the highest. The authors and dates of the studies are shown
below the elasticity estimate by each. The earliest study is from 2008, and the latest is
from 2013. Two different values are shown for USPS, one for each definition of SinglePiece. This weights the sample toward a lower range as does the inclusion of the 2013
USPS OIG elasticity number.

What is most striking about the range of recent own-price elasticities from all
available studies summarized in Figure 12 is that the Postal Service’s and USPS OIG’s
estimates are by far the lowest using a one-tailed statistical test; the 99% confidence
level for the Single-Piece own-price elasticity is shown outside the shaded area. Based
on the available evidence from five countries, one can state with 99% certainty that the
true value of the Single-Piece own- price elasticity is above -0.3, with 95% certainty that
it is above -0.35 and with 90% certainty that it is above -0.4. (See statistical tests in
APPENDIX III.) The average of all own-price elasticities from 12 studies in Figure 12,
below, excluding USPS and OIG “outliers”, is -0.661. The average FCLM own-price
elasticity of the highest 6 studies is -0.754. This means one can reject with a 99%
probability that any of the USPS/Thress and USPS OIG/Bozzo estimates are true
values for the own-price elasticity. The plausible range of FCLM own-price elasticities
from studies with nine point estimates appears to be -0.44 to -0.89. With the exception
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of an estimate done in 2008, all of these studies were done in the 2010-2013 timeframe.
It should also be noted that GCA’s original range of estimates noted in R2006-1 of -0.46
to -0.76 falls well within this 99% confidence level of plausible elasticities from other
studies. The Postal Service’s 2012/2013 and the USPS OIG’s 2012/2013 estimates do
not, and should not be used in this case.

Figure 12

Looking at all point estimates in Figure 12 the weight of evidence based on
Bayesian theory suggests that a three cent rate increase on FCLM SP has a tangible
risk of: (1) moving the own-price elasticity to -1.0 if the true own-price elasticity is close
to the five studies with own-price elasticities at -0.7 or higher, thus defeating any point in
the exigent increase; or (2) reducing revenue if it moves the price elasticity above -1.0
into the absolutely elastic range if the true own-price elasticity is already close to the
near-unitary price elasticity of the Cazals (2008) or Cigno (2013) levels.
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The postal own-price elasticities for First Class workshared mail shown in Figure
13 on page 38 are remarkably consistent across countries, for the U. S. (-0.393, 0.345), UK (-0.17, -0.44), and for France -(0.539). However, there is one glaring
exception: the three studies using data from Finland (-0.921, -1.38, -1.8). The two sets
of data are uniquely different in one regard. The highest two estimates from Finland
include a cross-price elasticity derived from numerical time series data for esubstitute
prices. No other country appears to have such a time series for esubstitute prices.

When an explicit cross-price elasticity for non-postal substitutes representing
competition from esubstitutes is included in an econometric demand equation, as
Nikali’s work on Presort demonstrates, the impact on presort own-price elasticities
appears to be dramatic, raising the estimates from a moderately inelastic value
averaging -0.378 across countries, to an average price-elastic range above unitary
elasticity, -1.37. The Martin study like Nikali is based on data from Finland but does not
include any cross-price elasticity for Presort.57 A survey of bulk mailers’ behavior
expected to be introduced in R2013-11 reinforces the Nikali results. The proposed
increases on Presort FCLM could cause the loss of a substantial amount of revenue
and contribution for the Postal Service. Even if the true own-price elasticity for Presort is
slightly inelastic in the -0.9 range, there is a strong probability that the rate increases
proposed in this case could at the margin move it into the elastic range of over -1.0.

57

The -0.911 to -0.921 price elasticities he finds may be a better benchmark than the -0.378 average for judging the
impact of including a cross price elasticity for esubstitutes in the calculation of an own-price elasticity; on this basis,
including the esubstitutes cross price elasticity increases the own price elasticity of Presort in the U. S. to 0.469 or
0.889 depending on which Nikali own price elasticity estimate is used.
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FIGURE 13

C. The Independent Studies Reach Completely Different Conclusions Than USPS
Witness Thress on Related Issues
The Postal Service’s approach to econometric demand functions is a traditional
one used by other NCOs in developed countries. The very design of these models was
created when NCOs and the Postal Service in particular had an economic and legal
monopoly over letter mail. The models may have been adequate for forecasting and
rate-making before the onset of esubstitutes, but have become increasingly unreliable
as the intensity of competition for letter mail has increased. GCA first raised problems
with the Postal Service’s approach with expert testimony in R2006-1. There has been
far more work seeking to improve postal econometric demand models emanating from
Europe than the U. S. since 2006, as is evident from TABLE SEVEN below.
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TABLE SEVEN
MODEL STRUCTURE AND RESULTS FOR EIGHTEEN ELASTICITY STUDIES
Study

Data Period
Mail Type

Elasticity

Elasticity
Change

Cross
Elasticity

CES/VES

2002 SP

NA

Rising

No

VES

1980-2004
Total Traffic

-0.27

Rising

Yes
No

VES

Yes
esubstitute
price

CES

Yes

VES

Yes

CES

1

EMA (2002)

2

Trinkner (2006)

3

GCA-Clifton (2006)

1983-2005 SP

-0.46/-0.76

Rising

4

Cazals (2008)

1976-2008 SP

-0.89

NA

5

Nikali (2008)

1991-2007
Bulk B2C

-1.38

Rising

6

Fève (2010)

TIL

-0.35

Boldron (2010)
7
Boldron (2010)
8

Nikali (2011)

9

Cazals (2011)

10

Veruete-McKay
(2011)
USPS-Thress (2013)

11
USPS-Thress (2013)
12

Fève (2012)

13

Fève (2012)

14

Jarosik (2013)

15

USPS-Thress (2013)

14

Veruete-McKay
(2013)

15

Cigno (2013)

16

Cigno (2013)
OIG-Bozzo (2013)

17
OIG-Bozzo (2013)
18

Martin (2013)

1996Q-2007Q
FCLM SP
Presort
1991-2009
Bulk B2C
1980/81-2007/08
Social SP
Presort
1982/832007/08
SP
1983Q1-2013Q3
SP letters, cards
Presort
1960-2009
Total inland letters
1976Q1-2003Q2
SP
1982/83-2010/11
SP
1983Q1-2013Q3
SP LFP
17,152 Obs
Presort Transac

-0.46/-0.7
-0.539

Rising

-1.8

Rising

-0.52
-0.17

NA

-0.77

NA

Yes

-0.157
-0.345

No

No

-0.5

Rising

-0.72

VES

CES
VES

Yes

CES

No

CES

-0.44
-0.189

No

-0.35/-0.44

Rising as
Price incr

SP

-0.846

NA

Yes

SP

+0.4/-0.6

Rising

No

CES

-0.151
-0.393
-0.921 B2C
-0.911 B2B

Falling

No

CES

1983Q1-2012Q4
SP
Presort
Presort
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The studies in TABLE SEVEN do not include all the work done on all facets of
postal demand modeling, but they do include all or most all of the recent work done
that focuses on related issues as well as postal price elasticities. Some of the issues
raised have to do with the specification of variables and questions the models can
answer, cross price variables, changes in own-price elasticities over time with rising
competition, esubstitute variables, and surrogates for the absence of direct data on
esubstitute prices in most countries. Others have to do with model specifications and
testing, CES or VES models, the application of Bayesian statistics to a highly uncertain
postal future, forward looking simulations, the use of ECM or vector ECM, time series
or discrete choice models. See APPENDIX IV for notes on TABLE SEVEN and
APPENDIX V for summaries of each study.

C.1. Cross-Price Elasticities Are Generally Used in Estimating First Class
Single-Piece Letter Own-Price Elasticities
If one understands the relative price concept from microeconomic theory, there
can be no debate about whether cross price variables need to be or do not need to be
specified in postal (or any other) econometric demand models. For esubstitutes they
must be included explicitly where data exists or implicitly through simulations of the
changing relative prices of mail and esubstitutes where data does not exist.
See APPENDIX VI for the theoretical underpinnings of this argument and a summary of
recent debates over whether they should be included or excluded in postal demand
models, which require accurate estimates of own-price elasticities.

Where cross-price elasticities have been explicitly or by simulation included in
postal demand equations for FCLM, the own-price elasticities that emerge are
substantially higher than if they are excluded. From TABLE SEVEN, for Single-Piece
the studies by Boldron et al. (2010), Veruete-McKay et al. (2011), Fève et al. (2012),
Cigno et al. (2013-1) and Cazals (2008) all produce substantially higher own-price
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elasticities for Single-Piece than studies which omit cross-price elasticities, GCA
(Clifton, 2006), USPS/Thress (2009-2013), USPS OIG, (2013), (Cigno et al., (2013-2).58

The same is true for Presort FCLM even though the number of studies is fewer
than for Single-Piece. From TABLE SEVEN, for Presort the studies by Nikali (2008,
2011), Martin (2013) and Boldron (2010) that include cross-price elasticities all produce
substantially higher Presort own-price elasticities than studies which omit cross-price
elasticities for Presort, USPS/Thress (2013), USPS OIG/Bozzo (2013).

USPS witness Thress is a highly experienced applied econometrician. He,
no less than other analysts in and outside the U. S., recognizes the quandary for
traditional time series econometric demand models posed by the absence of time series
price data for esubstitutes. Finland appears to be the only country where there is a
reliable time series of price data for esubstitutes. The concern is that unlike most other
analyses , those sponsored by the Postal Service for rate-making purposes appear to
have been wandering for years now through a maze of ever changing second-best
approaches to measuring the impact of competition from esubstitutes, a maze full of
dead ends from which the Postal Service and its contractors seem unable to extricate
themselves. For many past rate cases on behalf of the Postal Service, witness Thress
has introduced one after another measure of esubstitute quantity data in lieu of the
unavailable price data for esubstitutes. In R2013-1, he has abandoned all explicit
esubstitute variables in favor of a series of linear time trends purportedly measuring
diversion without being either price or non-price measures of diversion dynamics.
Unlike the Postal Service’s demand models, many European studies over the
past few years have created an explicit surrogate for the absence of esubstitute prices
that does not entail quantity-based variables for Internet competition or internal model-

58

The 2013-1 Cigno/Pearsall study found the own price elasticity for SP was -0.856 while their study from 2013-2
found it was -0.1 (in the same range as USPS/Thress models), although the 95% confidence interval around that
estimate was extremely wide, from -0.6 to +0.4. However, the main explanation for the difference in the mean
elasticity as the authors acknowledge is that their 2012 study included cross price elasticities when calculating the
own price elasticity of -0.856, whereas the 2013 study was a USPS/Thress and OIG/Bozzo - like model which omitted
cross price elasticities, and accordingly produced a very low own price elasticity.
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generated trend line “guesstimates” of how Internet competition is impacting postal
volumes. These surrogates generally take the form of combining a simulation of relative
price changes between the price of letters and the price of esubstitutes with a traditional
NPO econometric demand model based on long run time series data and multiple
regression analysis. The simulation is grounded on the empirical fact that compared to
letter mail the relative prices of esubstitutes are falling over time. In the simulations,
various assumptions can be made about the rate at which this is happening.

For example, before a Senate Committee in June 2009, Verizon general counsel
Randall Milch stated that “most Verizon customers subscribe to a texting plan, and as a
result they “pay less than a penny per message”, a reduction of almost two-thirds since
2006. “As a result of the price cuts, usage has grown six-fold,” he said.” (Reardon, M.,
“AT&T and Verizon deny price fixing accusations”, CNET News, June 16, 2009.) This
information implies an own-price elasticity of -8.9 over those years. It is a dramatic, if
anecdotal, example of what is happening to relative prices between letter mail in the U.
S. and esubstitutes.

Econometricians from the independent and highly respected Toulouse School of
Economics (TSE), as well as from Royal Mail in the UK and elsewhere appear to have
had a somewhat greater measure of success than have the USPS demand models
getting to the end of the maze by introducing such simulations for the behavior of letter
prices over time relative to the prices of esubstitutes. The introduction of Bayesian
techniques like simulations and business surveys to further augment traditional NPO
econometric demand models like the U. S. Postal Service’s has also improved their
adaptability to an environment of rapid and often unpredictable changes in the market
for letter mail.

Based on a much more comprehensive view of postal demand studies than
those filed each January by the Postal Service at the Commission in the Annual
Compliance Review process, there is little point in the current and future
communications market in trying to make precise before-rates and after-rates forecasts
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of postal volumes based almost exclusively, or even mainly, on highly correlated
regressions of past data. As a humorous old saying goes, when one businessman
asked another how his economist had worked out he answered: “His estimates were
both precise and useless.” Today’s and tomorrow’s environment is closer to another old
saying: “Sir, if you must forecast, do it very often.”
C.2. All VES Models (and some CES Models) Show Postal Price Elasticities
Increasing
From TABLE SEVEN, there is not even one postal demand study using variable
elasticity of substitution (VES) model structures that concludes own-price elasticities are
not increasing over time as competition from esubstitutes has increased. See EMA
(2002), GCA-Clifton (2006), Nikali (2011), Fève et al. (2012-1), and possibly Cigno et al.
(2013-1). Constant elasticity of substitution (CES) models, which also show own-price
elasticities rising are Nikali (2008), Boldron (2010), Fève et al. (2012) and (possibly)
Cigno et al. (2013-2).

Not a single econometric demand study of own-price elasticities for Single-Piece
FCLM that investigates the question of whether postal price elasticities are changing
concludes they are constant or falling except for the Postal Service’s and the USPS OIG
(2013) models. A 2002 simulation model by EMA showed that a USPS annual forecast
through 2011 made in its 2003 Strategic Plan was consistent with an increasing ownprice elasticity for Single-Piece FCLM. The EMA model left all forecast variables for
revenue, volume and other factors the same as the Postal Service’s. The EMA small
model only changed the CES assumption, adopting instead a variable elasticity of
substitution (VES) assumption.

The conclusion is similar for other mail products. Studies which show the ownprice elasticity for Presort rising include Nikali (2008, 2011), Boldron (2010), and
Veruete-McKay (2013). Studies of total traffic (Swiss data) and total inland letters (UK
data) also show own-price elasticities increasing: Trinkner (2006) and Fève (2012).
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D. The May 2013 USPS OIG Contractor’s Review Of Five Outside Elasticity
Studies Is Silent on Some Major Findings and Distorts Others
APPENDIX B of the May, 2013 USPS OIG report prepared by Christensen
Associates Inc. (CAI) reviews a few empirical time series studies “with similar economic
content to the USPS baseline models” using UK data, Veruete-McKay et al. (2011) and
Jarosik et al. (2012) and a third using data from Finland, Martin et al. (2012). (CAI,
pages 51-53). It also reviews a time series “theoretical and simulation-based paper” by
Fève et al. (2012). One purpose of APPENDIX B appears to be to cite and summarize
CRRI conference papers that CAI feels supports the findings of its review of USPS
econometric demand models. These four studies are mischaracterized in large part by
CAI and non-representative of over a dozen such elasticity studies done since 2006.
Another purpose of attempting to summarize the four time series studies using
European data appears to be to set up its critique of a paper by Cigno et al. (2012) that
departs “radically from the time series approaches of the USPS baseline models and
the other CRRI time series models.” (page 52).

The biased and misleading way in which CAI APPENDIX B is structured and
written and the way its incomplete “summaries” of certain CRRI conference series
papers completely undermines their attempted use to reinforce the legitimacy of USPS
demand equation modeling. APPENDIX B as a whole is, moreover, so nonrepresentative of other postal econometric demand studies that it undermines the entire
credibility of the CAI review, and by inference those USPS models and their findings as
well.

CAI devotes only one sentence to the Veruete-McKay (2011) study, noting that
deflated UK letter prices are stationary due to the binding RPI inflation cap applied to
the nominal letter prices. CAI ignores virtually all of the major conclusions of this study:
an own price of elasticity for UK First Class non-presort letter mail of -0.77 and a cross
price elasticity with respect to second class non- presort letter prices of +0.33.59 These
59

The study also includes own price elasticities for mail content, -0.43 for “social” mail, about twice the price elasticity
of commercial mail, -0.19. CAI also ignores the fact that this study also uses error correction models (ECM).
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findings are close to Cigno et al. (2013), which estimated an own-price elasticity for
Single-Piece FCLM of -0.846 using cross price elasticities for mail substitutes, findings
heavily criticized by CAI as departing “radically” ….. from the other CRRI time series
models.” (CAI, page 52). The main “radical departure” of Cigno et al. (2013) and
Veruete-McKay (2011) is that their estimates of own-price elasticities are over five times
larger than that of CAI!

CAI does report correctly that Jarosik et al. (2013) include cross price variables
for postal and non-postal substitutes, and for Second Class and presort/access volumes
“annual relative price terms … to allow for ‘increasing levels of competition’ in the
sense of increased sensitivity of volume to product price differentials.” (CAI, page 51).
However, CAI fails to mention that Jarosik et al. estimate the long-run own-price
elasticity for First Class letter mail as -0.44, nearly three times higher than the CAI ECM
model estimate, and where the cross price elasticity with respect to second class nonpresort letters is +0.24. (Jarosik et al., page 202). Jarosik et al. also note that between
1999 and 2008, “the estimated price elasticities for “total traffic” in mail volume may
have increased somewhat over time (from around -0.2 to -0.3).” (Jarosik et al., page
206). Thus, CAI neglects three findings of Jarosik et al. that contradict its own findings:
(1) price elasticities appear to be rising over time; (2) the price elasticity for single piece
is substantially larger; (3) cross price elasticity is a key aspect to producing accurate
own-price elasticities, here specifically for Single-Piece.
Martin et al. (2013) according to CAI finds that “consumer-sent mail has highly
inelastic demand, while business-to-consumer and business-to-business invoices are
nearly unit elastic.” (CAI, page 51). However, CAI largely dismisses the study as having
“rudimentary estimating equations” and long run own price elasticities for B2B and B2C
invoice volumes that “are not very precisely estimated.” (CAI, page 51). What CAI
ignores in this summary is the fact that the most important segment from the standpoint
of estimating Single-Piece FCLM own-price elasticities is not at all examined by Martin
et al., namely the C2B segment or transactions mail segment. The C2C own-price
elasticity of -0.145 they do estimate is a very poor proxy for single piece letter mail
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generally because by far the largest volume of single piece letter mail is transactions
related C2B mail.60 CAI also neglects to point out the authors’ finding that “the changing
environment has led to intertemporal increases in price elasticities across letter volume
segments traditionally thought to be very price inelastic only a few years earlier.” (Martin
et al., 2013, p.164). Finally, CAI neglects to point out that Martin et al. (like CAI itself)
use error correction models (ECM) which, by comparison with USPS models, would
have to make the latter “rudimentary” as well.

The paper by Fève et al. is the only paper cited and summarized by CAI that was
not published in the 2013 CRRI conference series volume.61 CAI claims the major
focus of the Fève et al. paper is to “show that the average price elasticity during the
demographic transition [from an Lpeople to an Epeople economy] can remain low, as
mail demand becomes relatively concentrated in customers with less elastic
demands…” (CAI, page 52). What the authors actually state is: “The simulation
properties of the model yield a true price elasticity of demand for letters that increase
over time (from around -0.4 to -0.5) and depend on the evolution of technology related
esubstitution amongst the population (that is, the number of Epeople).” (page 5).62

While Fève et al. is a simulation model as CAI notes, it does populate the 50 time
periods in the model with data that in some cases is “informed by publicly available
studies”, though it adds the caveat that “the values are stylized and should not be
considered to be values to any particular national postal operator.” (page 5) This data

60

There is some evidence from other studies than Martin et al. in other countries that in recent years the elasticities
of B2C and C2B transactions mail are tracking each other more closely than at the start of Internet diversion in the
1990s in the U.S.
61
The title of that paper presented at the May, 2012, CRRI conference in Brighton, England, was “Are Letter Price
Elasticities Higher than Econometricians Think?” While that paper was not published by CRRI and unavailable as of
the time of this filing at the Commission, a substantially similar draft entitled “Evaluating demand for letter price
elasticities and technology impacts in an evolving communications market” was available and is the basis of the
discussion of Fève et al. (2012) herein.
62
Most of the paper is devoted to testing various models the “hypothetical econometrician” might construct at various
phases of a logistical curve modeling the growth of E people relative to L people when more or newer information is
available but much uncertainty remains about the ongoing dynamics of postal volumes in an Internet world. The
authors choose a “best model” for each phase, and the reported own-price elasticities the econometrician would
choose because of superior test statistics are: stage 1, early adopter Epeople phase, -0.65; stage 2, first half of main
Epeople transition period, -0.55 for single break term, -0.57 using double break trend term, and -0.71 for the model
using Epeople proxy; stage 3, the second half of the rapid Epeople transition period, -0.54.
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includes UK total addressed inland letter traffic prices for financial period years 1976/77
to 2010/11, and UK GDP data for the period 1960-2009.

In lieu of having actual relative price data for letters and e-substitutes from which
one could calculate cross-price elasticities in order to isolate the true values of ownprice elasticities, the simulation by Fève et al. makes an eminently reasonable
assumption in its simulation model properties: “The overall price of letters is assumed to
trend downwards relatively slowly over time whereas the price of ecommunications is
assumed to exhibit a more pronounced downward trend.” (page 5). This is never
mentioned by CAI.

On the one hand, CAI acknowledges in its main findings concerning USPS
econometric demand modeling in 2012 that they “have lost some economic content
over successive model revisions, particularly insofar as they have dropped terms that
explicitly modeled postal cross-product and electronic substitution effects …”. (page 5).
On the other hand CAI criticizes Cigno et al. (2012) in APPENDIX B when they do
incorporate cross-price elasticities. In an empirical econometric analysis, what cross
elasticities are implausible will tend to be revealed in the model’s quantitative estimates
of them, and the analyst can then determine which to include and which to exclude
using the results along with a priori knowledge. In a somewhat bizarre statement for
econometricians, CAI evidently believes that only a priori knowledge should be used to
render those decisions, the econometrics can be thrown out the window. (See
APPENDIX B, page 53). (See also page 15 of the OIG review.)

This inconsistency of critiquing USPS demand models for not using cross price
elasticities and critiquing Cigno et al. for using them is apparently at bottom due to the
fact that when cross price elasticities are included in postal econometric demand
equations as in Cigno et al., the own price-elasticity using U. S. data for single piece
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FCLM is -0.846, not below -0.2 as in USPS and CAI estimates when cross-price
elasticities are excluded.63

CAI also fails to mention that it is not just Cigno et al. that include cross price
elasticities in their model, the CRRI study by Jarosik et al. (2012) that CAI mentions also
has explicit cross price elasticities. So does the 2011 CRRI study by Veruete-McKay
that CAI cites. Had CAI bothered to sample a wider and more representative range of
studies from the annual CRRI conference volumes and other European studies, they
would have found other recent time series studies that, unlike the 2013 USPS demand
models, use cross price elasticities when estimating own-price elasticities, for example
Boldron (2010).
Finally, CAI states that Cigno et al. (2012) “frames all mailing decisions in terms
of consumers’ utility-maximizing consumption choices, whereas much postal demand
arises more directly from a variety of business (production) decisions.” This is certainly
not true of Single-Piece FCLM, most of which is driven directly by consumer decision
making, for example, transactions mail and greeting cards.

D. Revenue Implications for Plausible Own-Price Elasticities

The Commission should throw out the elasticity estimates that are, statistically
speaking, “outliers”, specifically the Postal Service’s 2013 econometric demand models
for First Class Single-Piece and Presort letter mail. Instead, it should rely in part on
other elasticity studies such as those presented here and in part on major mailer
business surveys of likely reactions to the proposed rate hikes in order to assess the
risk of increasing rates at what clearly appears to be an approaching tipping point. A
tipping point is where a slightly inelastic own-price elasticity for Single-Piece becomes
price-elastic at the margin and raises USPS deficits rather than reducing them. Presort
63

CAI fail to discuss another paper by Cigno et al. (2013) that produces a much lower own-price elasticity because as
the authors state no cross price relationships are included. The -0.1 point estimate is almost meaningless, however,
because the 95% confidence interval band surrounding it is so wide, -0.4 to +0.6. The major point of this paper,
discussed elsewhere, is to show that many of the product elasticities for U. S. mail volumes have variable own price
elasticities of demand, not constant (CES) as Postal Service and the OIG CAI. This includes single piece FCLM.
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FCLM own-price elasticities may well already exceed a unitary value when the cross
price elasticity of esubstitutes is explicitly included in estimating the own price elasticity.
These are not risks the Commission any less than the Postal Service can or should take
given the magnitude of the Service’s deficit problem.

The Postal Service maintains that a 2 cent increase in the Single-Piece FCLM
first-ounce rate will lead to a drop of only 68 million pieces, but the own-price elasticity
used to make this forecast is a statistical outlier among a broad range of twelve studies
estimating SP own-price elasticity. A more realistic expectation based on a plausible
range of own-price elasticities is that on top of continued losses in SP volume and
revenue caused by Internet diversion year by year, the 2 cent increase will cause SP
volume to fall by an additional 300 – 340 million pieces annually. This is a pure priceeffect in consumer behavior. The comparative volume losses are shown in TABLE
EIGHT on page 52.

If the total proposed rate increase of 3 cents leads consumers not thinking about
switching to the Internet before the 2 cent exigent increase plus the1 cent price cap
increase, to in fact decide to switch after the price increase, there may be a further
diversion effect not captured by current diversion trends and not captured by the ownprice elasticity of demand. This would constitute a movement up the demand curve in
Figure 14 below in response to the price increase as well as an inward shift of the
demand curve in response to abandoning letter mail in favor of esubstitutes. TABLE
EIGHT below only captures the direct impact of the price increase based on own-price
elasticities of -0.7 and -0.8 for Single-Piece FCLM.

Ceteris paribus, the revenue that the Postal Service can raise by increasing
Single-Piece FCLM rates by 2 cents is between $170 and $190 million as seen below in
TABLE EIGHT on page 52, not the $300 million plus it thinks it will raise. But, other
things are not equal. The Postal Service will face an after-rates loss of revenue even
assuming inelastic demand at the margin because of the continued inward shift of the
demand curve due to pure diversion.
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Figure 14
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This is depicted above in Figure 14. The before-rates revenue of the Postal
Service is the rectangle 0 Q0 P0 P0. The after- rates revenue at the higher rate, P1,
would be greater in the absence of pure diversion assuming inelastic demand, D0. The
rectangle P1 P1 0 Q1 in Figure 14 is larger than the before-rates rectangle, indicating
greater revenue. However, the demand curve, D0, is never stable under conditions of
diversion. It is shifting inward and to the left over time every year. The proposed rate
increase will leave the Postal Service with revenue approximating the rectangle P1 P1D
Q2 0, less than the after-rates revenue and far less than the before-rates revenue. In the
figure, the Postal Service finds itself with about half the revenue it believed its rate
increase would produce.
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The fact that in some purely academic sense the situation the Postal Service
finds itself in is not due to the rate increase per se is cold comfort. The real world
situation is even worse, because the new conditions of demand depicted by D1 assume
the same own-price elasticity of demand as before. The empirical evidence from twelve
elasticity studies introduced above is fairly conclusive that the demand curve is
becoming more elastic over time. In the figure, one can portray this by imagining that as
the demand curve shifts inward from D0 to D1 it is also rotating counter-clockwise.
Because own-price elasticities have been variable and rising with the proliferation of
esubstitutes, the actual after-rates intersection of P1 and D1 would be to the left of the
point P1D, less revenue than if the own-price elasticity at the margin was not increasing.
It is for these reasons from economic analysis, as well as the legal reasons
enumerated in the Comments, that GCA feels the proposed exigent increase on SinglePiece, even if the Postal Service had been able to show that the 2008-2009 recession
affected Single-Piece volumes, is a far more dubious plan to reduce its deficit than
dozens of cost-cutting initiatives it can pursue on its own without Congressional
legislation or collective bargaining. More dubious because of the simultaneous presence
of Internet diversion and rising own-price elasticities at the margin. More dubious
because even considered in isolation, it will not raise much if any revenue, but will be
the largest single rate increase in the Single-Piece first ounce price since June of 2002,
an amount that consumers will remember and act upon differently from any PAEA price
cap increase to date. More dubious because it would be the only 3-cent increase ever, if
enacted, that was made more than 9 months after the end of a recession.64

64

The April 1998 and January 2005 increases were unrelated to business cycle factors.
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TABLE EIGHT
SP Letters: Before Rates
Volume
Volume
(in millions) (in millions)
(Elas=-0.157) (Elas=-0.7)
TIME
2012GQ1
6,707
6,707
2012GQ2
5,526
5,526
2012GQ3
5,364
5,364
2012GQ4
5,138
5,138
2013GQ1
6,312
6,312
2013GQ2
5,211
5,211
2013GQ3
5,306
5,306
2013GQ4
4,848
4,827
2014GQ1
5,795
5,773
2014GQ2
4,879
4,858
2014GQ3
4,795
4,792
2014GQ4
4,506
4,527
FY2014
19,975
19,950

Volume
(in millions)
(Elas=-0.8)
6,707
5,526
5,364
5,138
6,312
5,211
5,306
4,823
5,769
4,854
4,791
4,531
19,945

Revenue
(millions $)
(Elas=-0.157)
$3,055
$2,563
$2,503
$2,404
$2,936
$2,455
$2,532
$2,318
$2,754
$2,313
$2,288
$2,154
$9,509

Revenue
(millions $)
(Elas=-0.7)
$3,055
$2,563
$2,503
$2,404
$2,936
$2,455
$2,532
$2,308
$2,743
$2,303
$2,286
$2,164
$9,497

Revenue
(millions $)
(Elas=-0.8)
$3,055
$2,563
$2,503
$2,404
$2,936
$2,455
$2,532
$2,306
$2,741
$2,301
$2,286
$2,166
$9,495

SP Letters: After Rates, Extigency January Implementaion
Volume
Volume
Volume
Revenue
(in millions) (in millions) (in millions)
(millions $)
(Elas=-0.157) (Elas=-0.7)
(Elas=-0.8) (Elas=-0.157)
TIME
2012GQ1
6,707
6,707
6,707
$3,055
2012GQ2
5,526
5,526
5,526
$2,563
2012GQ3
5,364
5,364
5,364
$2,503
2012GQ4
5,138
5,138
5,138
$2,404
2013GQ1
6,312
6,312
6,312
$2,936
2013GQ2
5,211
5,211
5,211
$2,455
2013GQ3
5,306
5,306
5,306
$2,532
2013GQ4
4,848
4,827
4,823
$2,318
2014GQ1
5,795
5,773
5,769
$2,754
2014GQ2
4,878
4,856
4,852
$2,405
2014GQ3
4,765
4,661
4,642
$2,400
2014GQ4
4,468
4,359
4,340
$2,254
FY2014
19,906
19,649
19,602
$9,813

Revenue
(millions $)
(Elas=-0.7)
$3,055
$2,563
$2,503
$2,404
$2,936
$2,455
$2,532
$2,308
$2,743
$2,394
$2,347
$2,200
$9,684

Revenue
(millions $)
(Elas=-0.8)
$3,055
$2,563
$2,503
$2,404
$2,936
$2,455
$2,532
$2,306
$2,741
$2,392
$2,338
$2,190
$9,661

SP Letters: After Rates & Before Rates Volume and Revenue Differences
Volume
Volume
Volume
Revenue
Revenue
(in millions) (in millions) (in millions)
(millions $)
(millions $)
(Elas=-0.157) (Elas=-0.7)
(Elas=-0.8) (Elas=-0.157) (Elas=-0.7)
TIME
2012GQ1
0
0
0
0
0
2012GQ2
0
0
0
0
0
2012GQ3
0
0
0
0
0
2012GQ4
0
0
0
0
0
2013GQ1
0
0
0
0
0
2013GQ2
0
0
0
0
0
2013GQ3
0
0
0
0
0
2013GQ4
0
0
0
0
0
2014GQ1
0
0
0
$0
$0
2014GQ2
(1)
(2)
(3)
$92
$91
2014GQ3
(30)
(131)
(149)
$112
$61
2014GQ4
(38)
(168)
(191)
$100
$35
FY2014
(68)
(300)
(343)
$304
$187

Revenue
(millions $)
(Elas=-0.8)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
$0
$91
$52
$23
$166

Sources: Forecasts for different elasticities than Thress were obtained using BeforeRate.xlsx
and AfterRates-Exig-Jan.xlsx files given in USPS-R2010-4R/9.
Note:
Each assumed elasticity was divided to current and lag in proportion to the original one.
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APPENDIX I

Standard Non - profit was affected a little by the recession, but as seen in the figure
below has basically maintained the same trend pre- and post-recession.

Standard Nonprofit Mail RPW Volume
4,000

3,000

2,500

2,000

1,500

1,000

500

2013GQ3

2013GQ1

2012GQ3

2012GQ1

2011GQ3

2011GQ1

2010GQ3

2010GQ1

2009GQ3

2009GQ1

2008GQ3

2008GQ1

2007GQ3

2007GQ1

2006GQ3

2006GQ1

2005GQ3

2005GQ1

2004GQ3

2004GQ1

2003GQ3

2003GQ1

2002GQ3

2002GQ1

2001GQ3

0

2001GQ1

Volume (in millions of pieces)

3,500

Note: According to NBER, the so called "Great Recession" officially began in December, 2007
(2008PQ1), and ended in June, 2009 (2009PQ3)
Source: Excel file RCFDATA.xslx in USPS-R2010-R4/9.
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Periodicals was the next least affected volume trend from the recession after SP
FCLM, though one can from the figure below a very small recession and post-recession
impact on periodicals volume, unlike SP FCLM.

Total Periodicals RPW Volume
3,000

2,000

1,500

1,000

500

2013GQ3

2013GQ1

2012GQ3

2012GQ1

2011GQ3

2011GQ1

2010GQ3

2010GQ1

2009GQ3

2009GQ1

2008GQ3

2008GQ1

2007GQ3

2007GQ1

2006GQ3

2006GQ1

2005GQ3

2005GQ1

2004GQ3

2004GQ1

2003GQ3

2003GQ1

2002GQ3

2002GQ1

2001GQ3

0

2001GQ1

Volume (in millions of pieces)

2,500

Note: According to NBER, the so called "Great Recession" officially began in December, 2007
(2008PQ1), and ended in June, 2009 (2009PQ3)
Source: Excel file RCFDATA.xlsx in USPS-R2010-R4/9.
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APPENDIX II

Thress's Combined Interventions for FCM SP Letters, Cards, & Flats

-0.2

-0.4

-0.6

-0.8

-1

-1.2

-1.4

Source: This is the summation of the three quarterly values of the three interventions provided in out_p.txt in USPS-R2010-4R/9.
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FCM SP LCF Demand Equation Coefficients
Own-Price Elasticities
Current
Lag 1
Lag 2
Lag 3
Lag 4
SUM (not used)

-0.002625
-0.154398
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
-0.157023

Constant

1.555905

Extra Coefficients:
EMPLOY_HPT
D_R90
MC95
R2006PHOP
D_R07

1.0931200
-0.057480
0.032557
-0.023093
-0.018625
0.043691

INTERVENTION ANALYSIS:
INTERVENTION 1
W0: Pulse
W1: Lag Pulse
W2: Step
W3: Trend
Qtrs pre-End
Delta

0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
-0.009896
80.000000
1.000000

INTERVENTION 2
W0: Pulse
W1: Lag Pulse
W2: Step
W3: Trend
Qtrs pre-End
Delta

0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
-0.001067
44.000000
1.000000

INTERVENTION 3
W0: Pulse
W1: Lag Pulse
W2: Step
W3: Trend
Qtrs pre-End
Delta

0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
-0.012746
24.000000
1.000000

Source: out_p.txt in USPS-R2010-4R/9.
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1970PQ1
1971PQ1
1972PQ1
1973PQ1
1974PQ1
1975PQ1
1976PQ1
1977PQ1
1978PQ1
1979PQ1
1980PQ1
1981PQ1
1982PQ1
1983PQ1
1984PQ1
1985PQ1
1986PQ1
1987PQ1
1988PQ1
1989PQ1
1990PQ1
1991PQ1
1992PQ1
1993PQ1
1994PQ1
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1996PQ1
1997PQ1
1998PQ1
1999PQ1
2000GQ1
2001GQ1
2002GQ1
2003GQ1
2004GQ1
2005GQ1
2006GQ1
2007GQ1
2008GQ1
2009GQ1
2010GQ1
2011GQ1
2012GQ1
2013GQ1

Employment per Adult Hodrick-Prescott Trend (EMPLOY_HPT)

0.580

0.560

0.540

0.520

0.500

0.480

0.460

0.440

Sou ce: RCFDATA.xlsx in R2010-4R -LR-4/9
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1983
1983
1984
1984
1985
1986
1986
1987
1987
1988
1989
1989
1990
1991
1991
1992
1992
1993
1994
1994
1995
1995
1996
1997
1997
1998
1999
1999
2000
2000
2001
2002
2002
2003
2003
2004
2005
2005
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2009
2010
2010
2011
2011
2012
2013

Employment (in 1000)

Total Non-Farm, Private, and Government Employment

160,000

140,000

Total Employment

120,000

100,000

Private

80,000

60,000

40,000

Government

20,000

0

Source: http://stats.bls.gov/ces
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Sources of Single-Piece Volume Loss in USPS Diversion Story
3,500

SP Volume Losses (millions of pieces)

3,000

Total
Diversion
2,500

2,000

Recession
Diversion

1,500

Pure
Diversion

1,000

500

0
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Total Diversion

2007

2008

Pure Diversion

2009

2010

2011

2012

Recession Diversion

Source: Sources-of-ChangeCalcs.xlsx in USPS-R2010-4R/10.
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Re-Estimation of Thress Demand Equation of FCM SP Letters, Cards, and Flats
Slope1 for Slope2 for Slope3 for
1993Q42002Q42007Q4Adj R-Sqrd Intervention1 Intervention2 Intervention3 2002Q3
2007Q3
2013Q3

Own Price
Elasticity

R-Sqrd

Slope3/
Slope2

Original Equation

-0.157020

0.998260

0.997898

-0.009896

-0.001067

-0.012746

-0.009896 -0.010963

-0.023709 2.162638

No Employment Var.

-0.234690

0.997380

0.996778

-0.008924

-0.005101

-0.012164

-0.008924 -0.014025

-0.026189 1.867308

No Employment and D_R07 Var.

-0.259820

0.997330

0.996810

-0.008786

-0.006103

-0.012002

-0.008786 -0.014889

-0.026891 1.806098

Re-Estimation of Thress Demand Equation of FCM SP Letters
Slope1 for Slope2 for Slope3 for
1993Q42002Q42007Q42007Q3
2013Q3
Adj R-Sqrd Intervention1 Intervention2 Intervention3 2002Q3

Own Price
Elasticity

R-Sqrd

Slope3/
Slope2

Original Equation

-0.192135

0.998046

0.997640

-0.009721

-0.001847

-0.011422

-0.009721 -0.011568

-0.022990 1.987379

No Employment Var.

-0.323018

0.996841

0.996221

-0.009077

-0.005047

-0.011202

-0.009077 -0.014124

-0.025326 1.793118

No Employment and D_R07 Var.

-0.341114

0.996837

0.996290

-0.009059

-0.005353

-0.011149

-0.009059 -0.014412

-0.025561 1.773591

Notes:
Slope1=Intervention1; Slope2=Intervention1+Intervention2; Slope3=Intervention1+Intervention2+Intervention3
Note: Employment variable (EMPLOY_HPT) is Hodrick-Prescott trend component of private employment per adult population.
D_R07 is a dummy variable equal to one since the Postal Service’s May, 2007, rate change (2007Q3).
D_R07 was dropped due to being insignificant.
Source: USPS-R2010-4R-9
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APPENDIX III
One-Tailed Statistical Tests of Outliers From 12 Single-Piece Own-Price
Elasticity Estimates
Critical t-values for df=11:
1.363 for 10% significance level
1.796 for 5% significance level
2.718 for 1% significance level
1) Test whether the own-price elasticity is equal to 0.300 or greater:
H0: Elasticity < or = 0.300
H1: Population Mean elasticity > 0.300
Calculated t=(0.536-0.300)/((0.265/sqrt(12))=3.085
Since calculated-t of 3.085 > critical t-values of 1.363, 1.796, and 2.718 then
reject H0; This implies that true elasticity is greater than 0.300 at 10%, 5%, and 1%
levels respectively.
2) Test if the own-price elasticity is equal to 0.400 or larger.
H0: Elasticity < or = 0.400
H1: Population Mean elasticity > 0.400
Calculated t=(0.536-0.400)/((0.265/sqrt(12))=1.778
Since calculated-t of 1.778 > critical t-value of 1.363, then reject H0; This implies
that the true elasticity is greater than 0.400 at the 10% significance level. However,
since the calculated t-value is 1.778 less than the critical t-value of 1.796 and 2.718,
then it is less than 0.400 at 5% and 1% significance levels.
3) Test if the own-price elasticity is equal to 0.350 or larger.
H0: Elasticity < or = 0.350
H1: Population Mean elasticity > 0.350
Calculated t=(0.536-0.350)/((0.265/sqrt(12))=2.431
Since calculated-t of 2.431 > critical t-value of 1.363 and 1.796, then reject H0;
This implies that the true elasticity is greater than 0.350 at the 10% and 5% significance
levels. However, calculated t-value of 2.431 is less than the critical t-value of 2.718,
then it is less than 0.3.50 at 1% significance levels.
Elasticities are assumed to be normally distributed and independent of each
other.
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APPENDIX IV

LIST OF ALL ELASTICITY VALUES AND NOTES
Author

Year

Elasticity

1

USPS/Thress

2013

0.157

2

USPS/Thress

2013

0.1891

3

OIG/Bozzo

2013

0.144

4

Jarosik

2013

0.440

5

USPS/Thress

2013

0.435P

6

OIG/Bozzo

2013

0.393P

7

Trinkner

2006

0.270TT2

8

Fève

2010

0.35TIL

9

Boldron

2010

0.460

10

Cazals

2011

0.5203

11

Cigno

2013

0.6004

12

Boldron

2010

0.7005

13

Cazals

2008

0.8906

14

Fève

2012

0.7207

15

Veruete-McKay

2011

0.7708

16

Cigno

2013

0.846

17

Nikali

2011

1.80P9

18

Fève

2012

0.5TIL10

19

Nikali

2008

1.38P11

20

Veruete-McKay

2011

0.44P12

21

Bouldron

2010

0.539P

22

Cazals

2011

0.17P

23

Martin

2013

-0.921P

Notes:
1
0.189 is based on the traditional definition of SP as LFP. Thress’s new definition of SP is L+C.
2

First Class and Second Class addressed total traffic. Separate SP data not reported before 1996.

3

“Social” letter mail from content time series study.

4

95% Confidence Interval Band too wide for plausible point estimate. Other end of band +0.4 ruled out
based on theory.
5

Low end of -0.46 to -0.7 range that is used here.

6

Public tariff First Class Mail, excludes presort.

7

First Class non-presort from Royal Mail Group ILTM model (also used as calibration in Cazals (2008)).

8

First Class non-presort. Social content own-price elasticity was -0.43.
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9

B2C in 2009. B2B in 2009 was -0.8.

10

Preliminary Draft only cited in 2013 OIG report RARC-WP-13-008. Simulation populated with UK price
and GDP data shows own-price elasticity increasing from -0.4 to -0.5 over the period.
11

Comprises 69% of all letter traffic. B2B comprises 21%, and own-price elasticity was-0.37. Nikali’s
demand equations are the only study which incorporates a cross price elasticity from having a price for
esubstitutes.
12

“Other traffic”, which is mainly presort. Commercial content only own-price elasticity was -0.19.
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APPENDIX V
DETAILED SUMMARIES OF OWN-PRICE ELASTICITY STUDIES
1. Envelope Manufacturers Association, “Elasticities from EMA’s Small Economic Model”,
2002.

EMA uses the USPS demand model and data, benchmarked to the USPS
September 2003 Strategic Plan. The model structure and forecast outputs through 2011
remain the same in the EMA model except for the CES assumption that the own-price
elasticity of demand for single piece FCLM remains the same from 2002-2011 at -0.331.
The model is re-run using a VES assumption and calibrated so that it fits all USPS
forecast output from the Strategic Plan. The USPS forecast is shown to be consistent
with a rising own-price elasticity of demand due to higher rates and increased
competition from substitutes. The own-price elasticity with the VES assumption begins
at -0.3196 in 2002 and rises to -1.5783 by 2011.

The EMA study from 2002 is illustrative of the impact on USPS (September 26,
2013) and OIG (May 1, 2013) postal demand models from using CES rather than VES
demand equations. The EMA study found that if the CES assumption and only that
assumption is changed in the USPS econometric forecasting models, the elasticities are
higher for the four postal products examined, which includes SP and Presort FCLM. In a
simulation model based on actual 2002 data that forecasted through 2011 using official
USPS forecast outputs from their September 2003 strategic plan, the VES assumption
led to progressively higher postal price elasticities compared to the CES assumption.
While the USPS elasticity for SP FCLM remained constant at -0.31 from 2002 through
2011 using the CES assumption, it grew from -0.32 to -1.58 by 2011 using a VES
specification in the USPS model. (For Presort, while the CES assumption was -0.07, the
VES assumption led to an elasticity of -0.28 by 2011 for Presort.)
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2. Trinkner, U. and Grossman, M., “Forecasting Swiss Mail Demand”, Crew M. and
Kleindorfer P. (editors), Progress Towards Liberalization of the Postal and Delivery
Sector, 2006
Trinkner et al. note that in the Swiss case, the growth of mail volumes over time
increased economies of scale, enabling postal rates to stay relatively low despite
increasing labor costs and better service. “Whereas real wages grew exponentially,
Swiss Post’s real rates are today even lower than in the 1920s” (p. 279.) Recursive
estimates of own-price elasticity for Swiss total traffic postal data yield an increasing
elasticity between 1990 and 2004. (See Figure 3, p. 272). The author states: “With
increasing competition between letters and the substitutes , prices become more
important; customers get more price sensitive (price elasticity grows from -0.1 to about
-0.2) and cross-price elasticity becomes significantly different from zero after 2002.”
(page 272.) A separate long run approach to Swiss mail demand uses a vector error
correction model with quarterly data from 1982 through 2004. The model uses cross
price elasticities, which become significantly different from zero after 2002 with
increasing competition between letters and esubstitutes. The Swiss ministry for
telecommunications has published a telecommunications price index since 1993 which
includes broadband Internet access prices. Three models are run, the first uses a
traditional model with no use of eproxy data, the second uses eBank data for eproxy
and the third uses eUse data for eproxy. The first two models produce an own-price
elasticity of -0.27, the third an elasticity of -0.22. (page 274, Table 3).
3. Greeting Card Association, “Direct Testimony of James A. Clifton on Behalf of the
Greeting Card Association”, GCA-T-1, November 2, 2006, Postal Rate Commission,
R2006-1, Postal Rate, Fee and Classification Changes, 2006
Expert testimony by Clifton begins by noting that demand equations for own price
postal elasticities are considerably sharpened when cross price elasticities from
competing substitutes such as the Internet are included. Where the cross price elasticity
is high, the own price elasticity will also be high. (pp. 17-18). He notes while the CES
assumption using long-period data sources is convenient for econometric demand
models, it is less useful than VES models focusing on changing elasticities in the short
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run due to broadband diversion. (pp. 37, 45-48.) Clifton concludes that the own-price
elasticity for Single-Piece FCLM is increasing, from -0.456 he estimated in R2005-1 to 0.565 with more recent data available in R2006-1. At the margin, he estimated the
elasticity in R2005-1 to be -0.765.65 (page

).

4. Cazals, C., Florens, J. P., , Rodriguez, F., and Soteri, S., “Forecast Uncertainty in
Dynamic Models: an application to the demand for mail”, in Crew, M. and Kleindorfer,
P., (eds.), Competition and regulation in the Postal Delivery Sector, EE, (2008)
As with other studies examining the issue of confidence intervals, Cazals
concludes “the level of forecast uncertainty increases substantially over the forecast
time period.” (p. 67). There are two types of uncertainty: within-model risk, and offmodel risk. Changes in technology are the primary example of the latter, and can cause
out-of-sample model projections to “suffer systematic forecast failure if such off-model
risks are ignored.” (p. 64). The author uses Monte Carlo simulations to establish this,
and the econometric model used to forecast uncertainty uses a standard error
correction model specification. The estimated own-price elasticity for First Class next
day service is -0.89. (page 72, Appendix, Table A.1.) (The own-price elasticity of -0.72
for 1C is based on Royal Mail’s model the UK 1C tariff index deflated for the all items
RPI. See Table 5.1, page 66.)
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Two criticisms of the GCA approach were raised by the PRC, including an Appendix evaluating the testimony by an
“outside consultant.” The first criticism was that in GCA’s demand function for single piece FCLM, the estimated
coefficient with respect to worksharing discounts had the wrong sign, positive rather than negative. Thus, the GCA
model was “misspecified”. The positive coefficient, as GCA explained in its testimony, reflects the fact that there is for
all intents and purposes no more conversion mail. All major bulk mailers of FCLM acknowledge this business fact,
several such as MMA in expert testimony. The “outside consultant” to the Commission preferred to ignore the
contemporary business facts in favor of maintaining the original philosophical rationale for worksharing discounts,
which requires the existence of conversion mail, and hence a negative coefficient, in order to maintain linkage
between single piece rates and worksharing rates in the elaborate labyrinthian mantra of postal rate design. The
business facts, and GCA’s positive sign estimated coefficient consistent with those facts, make it unambiguously and
irrefutably clear that circa 2006 USPS and Commission demand equations were mis-specified, not GCA’s. Notably, in
R2013-11 the Postal Service has eliminated the worksharing discount variable in the Single-Piece FCLM demand
equation. The second criticism was that GCA testimony used “a defective method for dealing with autocorrelated
errors.” (R2006-1, Postal Rate Commission, Opinion and Recommended Decision, p. 8, para. 2017.) One model
GCA used for single piece letter demand did not have to correct for autocorrelation because there was none. In the
other model GCA used, it was necessary to correct for autocorrelation. GCA corrected for autocorrelation by including
a lagged dependent variable but did not similarly include lagged independent variables, and should have as did
witness Thress. Following this criticism in the O&RC, however, GCA witnesses re-ran the model in question in Eviews with the lagged dependent and independent variables to correct for autocorrelation. The results did not alter
GCA’s model estimates at all, hence while there was a “technical” problem with GCA’s original autocorrelation test,
there was no problem with GCA’s model results. The re-run of the model in E-views is available upon request to
GCA.
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5. Nikali, H., “Substitution of Letter Mail for Different Sender-Receiver Segments”, Crew,
M., and Kleindorfer, P., Competition and Regulation in the Postal Delivery Sector, EE,
(2008)
Nikali focuses on the business to consumer (B2C) sector noting that this captures
more about consumer behavior than business behavior. While the data set includes first
and second class mail, Nikali emphasizes that his own-price elasticity estimate of -1.38
cannot be explained by second class mail because the elasticity estimated for second
class only from earlier studies is considerably lower. (pages 99-100). The electronic
substitutes in his research are e-mails, text messages, phone calls and telefax. The
Ministry of Transport and Communications Finland (MoTC) has a long time series of
telecommunications prices going back to the 1970s. Emails, ninety percent of which use
broadband, proved to be the best measure of substitute for letters. The price of
broadband halved in Finland between 2003 and 2006 according to MoTC. (page 95).
Nikali cites numerous studies to argue that the own-price elasticity for first class letter
mail has increased: from -0.3 in the 1960s to -0.4 in the 1970s, -0.5 in the 1980s, -0.7 in
the 1990s and -1.4 from his own 2004 study. (page 100).
6. Fève, F., Florens, J. P., Rodriguez, F., and Soteri, S., “Forecasting Mail Volumes in an
Evolving Market Environment”, in Crew, M. and Kleindorfer, P., (editors), Heightening
Competition in the Postal and Delivery Sector, Edward Elgar, 2010.
The study by Fève et al. is a theoretical model that does not use any postal
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data.

However, it is without question the best available study that explains how NPO

econometric demand forecasting models should be constructed in the face of changing
technology (Internet competition causing postal volumes to fall) and the transition on
pricing away from being a pure monopolist. Fève’s model focuses “on an environment
where a traditional monopoly market is evolving towards a fully competitive environment
and technology is negatively impacting on mail volumes. Prior to structural changes of
this kind taking place, or more generally in the early stages of such changes, it is not
possible for the NPO to use standard econometric modeling techniques alone to
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It does use stylized values not representative of any particular NSO to simulate model outcomes using Monte Carlo
techniques. Model output includes 95% confidence interval values.
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adequately model the demand for mail in the new market environment. This chapter
develops instead a modeling approach that can be adopted that is Bayesian in
character.” (Fève, 2010, p. 133.) The essence of the Bayesian approach in Fève is as
follows:

However, in the absence of any observable outcome data it is not
possible for the NPO to extend its econometric time series model
to, say, a three-equation system in order to forecast the impact of
either competitive entry or changes in technology. While there is
no direct observable outcome data on each of these two effects up
to and including period T, other less formal information may exist.
Such information may include non-econometric type forecasting
models calibrated with business expert information on the potential
extent of technology-related substitution, or business opinion and
market research on the extent to which customers may switch
supplier at different price levels, perhaps informed by contingent
valuation market research. (Fève et al., 2010, p. 119)
The important “take-away” here for the Commission in evaluating the proposed exigent
rate increase request of the Postal Service in R2013-11 is that surveys of mailers’
expected business behavior following such an increase is at least as important in
evaluating the request as the Postal Service’s econometric demand model forecast of
pre- and post-rate increase volumes.
7. Boldron, F., Cazals, C., Florens, J. P., and Lecou, S., “Some dynamic models for mail
demand: the French case”, in Crew, M. and Kleindorfer, P., (editors) Heightening
Competition in the Postal and Delivery Sector, EE, 2010
Boldron et al. use French quarterly postal data from 1996-2007. The authors note
at the very outset of their paper: “It is very important to estimate own- or cross-price
elasticities.” (page 100).The long run own-price elasticity for total traffic (1C, 2C and
direct mail) using error correction modeling techniques is -0.679. The authors note this
is much higher than an earlier estimate by Florens et al. (2002), and concludes: “Traffic
appears to be more sensitive to price.” (p. 105) The estimate for transaction mail is 0.539, a less stable estimate than for total traffic, but well above the -0.27 estimated for
transaction mail by Florens et al. (2002). (page107). For 1C mail, depending on the
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introduction or withdrawal of some dummies or trends, the range of long run own-price
elasticities is -0.46 to -0.7. Cross price elasticities for 1C mail are between +0.5 and
+0.8. Boldron notes limitations of the data: changes in French postal prices are rare, no
instances of price decreases to study, and “not enough variables in order to take into
account fully the phenomenon of electronic substitution.” (p. 112) These weaknesses
not withstanding, Boldron concludes that “price sensitivities are larger than they were
before 1996.” (p. 112).
8. Nikali, H., “ Does the level of price elasticity change with the progression of
substitution?”, Crew M, and Kleindorfer, P., (editors), Reinventing the Postal Sector in
an Electronic Age, EE, 2011
Nikali examines differences in substitution rates and price elasticities, and
changes therein, for three sectors: B2B, B2C, and C2C. However, he ignores the most
important sector when it comes to analyzing single piece own-price elasticities and
changes therein: C2B, which is mainly transactions mail. While the entirety of first class
letter demand has an own-price elasticity of about -1.0, a number that has trended
upward since 1971, (see Fig. 3.2, p. 39) the emphasis of the paper is the considerable
differences in elasticities and their trends by sector and the fact that substitution
appears to take place at very different speeds by sector. In the C2C sector the elasticity
is very low, or has disappeared altogether. Substitution is complete. In the B2C sector,
substitution is at a relatively early stage, and the own price elasticity is high, -1.8, and in
the B2B sector it is in between the B2C and C2C sectors. He notes: “demand for 1st
class letter services is extremely price sensitive.” (page 38). Overall, however, the
author states: “It would appear that increasing competition between the paper letter and
electronic channels should not be oversimplified to mean that competition leads directly
to increasing or diminishing price elasticities.” (p. 39).
9. Cazals, C., Florens, J. P., Veruete-McKay, L. Rodriguez, F., and Soteri, S., “UK letter
mail demand: a content-based time-series analysis using overlapping market survey
statistical techniques”, Crew M, and Kleindorfer, P.,(editors), Reinventing the Postal
Sector in an Electronic Age, EE, 2011
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This study estimates the long run own-price elasticity of UK mail by letter content
traffic per household. The own-price elasticity of social mail is considerably greater than
for commercial (mainly transactional) mail, -0.52 for social versus -0.12/-0.17 for
transactional. The own-price elasticity of direct mail is slightly inelastic at -0.92. (Page
100, Table 7.2)
10. Veruete-McKay, L., Soteri, S., Nankervis, J., and Rodriguez, F., (2011), “Letter traffic
demand in the UK: an analysis by product and envelope content type”, in Review of
Network Economics, vol 10 issue 3
This study estimates own-price elasticities for First Class and Second Class nonpresort for the UK as well as “other traffic”, which the authors state is mainly presort.
The estimated long run own price elasticity of demand for First Class non-presort letter
mail is -0.77, and the cross price elasticity with respect to second class non-presort is
+0.33. (Table 2). The paper also estimates demand elasticities by letter content (Social
mail and Commercial, mainly transactional mail, as well as direct mail). The latter
estimates combine First and Second Class non-presort so the content elasticities differ
from the product elasticities. One important finding is that the long run own-price
elasticity for social mail is about twice that (-0.43) of transactional mail, whose elasticity
is estimated to be -0.19. (Table 3).The authors note that the higher elasticity for social
mail is “more likely to reflect the value that Social letter mailers obtain from sending
mail such as birthday and Christmas cards rather than factors relating to sender-toreceiver information.” (page 17, manu.). The lower elasticity for transactional mail they
explain as reflecting “the lower degree of choice open to the large majority of sender-toreceiver channels for such communications. The low price elasticity could reflect the
fact that this type of mail (which includes bills, statements and invoices) is usually sent
to a specific named individual of business, and in general, cannot be substituted without
additional information about the receiver (such as their email address or mobile
telephone number) which in most cases may not be readily available.” (pages 16-17,
manu.).
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11. Martin, V., Paterson, C., Nikali, H., and Li, Q., “Dynamic Letter Volume Models: How
Does an Economic Downturn Affect Substitution Propensities?”, in Crew, M. and
Kleindorfer, P., (editors), Reforming the Postal Sector in the Face of Electronic
Competition, EE, 2013.
Martin et al. use data from Finland to investigate own-price elasticities by
business segment. While their paper is primarily focused on the impact of long run
factors and the recession on mail volume, an important finding is that in the B2C
segment the own-price elasticity of demand is almost unitary at -0.921. (page 174). The
most important segment from the standpoint of estimating Single-Piece FCLM ownprice elasticities is not at all examined by Martin et al., namely the C2B segment, which
is largely transactions mail. The C2C own price elasticity of -0.145 they do estimate is a
very poor proxy for single piece letter mail generally because by far the largest volume
of single piece letter mail is transactions related C2B mail. (page 172). (There is some
evidence from other studies than Martin et al. in other countries that in recent years the
elasticities of B2C and C2B transactions mail are tracking each other more closely than
at the start of Internet diversion in the 1990s in the U.S.)
12. Fève, F., Florens, J. P., Rodriguez, F., Soteri, S. and Veruete-McKay, L., “Evaluating
demand for letter pricing and technology impacts in an evolving communications
market”, (preliminary draft, 2012); presented at the May 2012 CCRI conference in
Brighton, England (without Rodriquez as a co-author) under the presentation title “Are
Letter Price Elasticities Higher than Econometricians Think?”
Fève et al. structure their model by defining two groups of people: L people, who
only use letter mail; and E people, who send and receive communications by Internet
and letter mail. The proportion of E people rises over time, following a logistical curve.
The model is based on UK data from 1960 to 2009. Before the advent of E people, the
model indicates a “true” own-price elasticity of demand of -0.5. (Table 2, p. 9). For each
successive stage, the authors run several variations of their model. The first is the early
phase of E people adopting Internet usage. These models indicate own-price elasticities
ranging from -0.52 to -0.69, with model four being their preferred result with an elasticity
of -0.65. (page 11).The next phase is the first half of the rapid Internet adoption period.
For models using a single trend break term, the own-price elasticities range from -0.55
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to -1.18. (page 14, Table 4.). Using double trend break term models and in addition an
“Epeople proxy” model, the elasticities vary between -0.57 and -0.71, the lowest being
the preferred model. (page 14, Table 4)/The second half of the rapid Internet adoption
period uses only double trend break terms and the models produce a range of ownprice elasticities between -0.30 and -0.59, -0.54 being the outcome with the preferred
model. (page 16).
13. Fève, F., Florens, J. P., Veruete-McKay, L., Soteri, S., and Rodriquez, F., “Uncertainty
and Projections of the Demand for Mail”, in Crew M. and Kleindorfer, P., (editors), Multimodal Competition and the Future of Mail, EE, 2012
Fève et al. discuss an important aspect of current econometric modeling of postal
demand, namely the increased uncertainty of the results using traditional methods. This
study incorporates a set of ex ante Bayesian informative priors “in the form of additional
net trend adjustments to the effects of the of explanatory variables in the equations.” (p.
79). “[D]ifferences between the projected and outcome traffic volumes can be ascribed
to five potential sources of error: errors in forecasting model input variables; revisions to
past observations of variables used to estimate the model; errors in the estimation of
parameters; random model errors; and structural breaks.” (p. 82) The own-price
elasticity used in the model is from Royal Mail’s Inland Letter Traffic Model. The value
for the Single-Piece long run price elasticity, -0.72, was used to prepare projections of
mail volumes for the price control review.
14. Veruete-McKay, L., Sheldon, R., Burge, P., and Lawrence, A., “Electronic Substitution
and Postal Price Elasticities: a customer market approach”, in Crew, M.,and Kleindorfer,
P., Reforming the Postal Sector in the Face of Electronic Competition, EE, (2013)
This study is based on a cross sectional survey with over 17,000 observations
from over 500 businesses. It is limited to three types of transactions mail and payments
to customers/suppliers. In addition to the elasticity range for transactions on average
(reported in Table One -0.35 to -0.44 for Presort), it also tracks increasing elasticities
over 1, 3 and 5-year time horizons. For example, under a survey scenario of high price
increases over the next 5 years, bills and invoices own-price elasticity increases
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from -0.3 in year 1 to about -0.5 in year 5; own-price elasticity for payments to
customers or suppliers increases from about -0.9 in year 1 to over -1.4 in year 5. (page
238, Figure 16.4).
15. Cigno, M., Clendenin, K., and Pearsall, E., (2013), “Are U. S. Postal Price Elasticities
Changing?”, presentation, 21st Conference on Postal and Delivery Economics, May,
2013, Cigno (2013-1)
The 2013 Cigno et al. study was designed to study the question of whether
postal price elasticities are fixed (the CES assumption) or changing over time. Their
model structure reflects the question they posed. “The restricted trans-log equation is a
flexible form that allows the demand elasticities with respect to Internet penetration and
own-price to change linearly” as functions of I and P/P bar. (page 5) The paper actually
tests whether the CES assumption is valid in postal demand equations. They conclude
that 5 of their 18 postal products do not exhibit a constant elasticity.
“Our research reveals that although postal price elasticities remain mostly in the
inelastic range, the elasticities are changing over time. The prevalent pattern is for
demand to become more elastic as prices rise and as households adapt to an
expanding Internet. However, our estimates of elasticities by categories tend to become
less certain as we approach the present.” (p. 2-3.)

While the inference the authors draw from their results is that one cannot state
for certain that the Internet has “compromised” the Postal Service’s ability to raise
revenue by raising rates, an equally valid inference is that unlike the pre-2000 years,
one can no longer state for certain from their evidence that raising rates from current
levels will lead to an increase in revenue for the Postal Service. In fact the most
unambiguous conclusion that follows from their results is that compared to rate
increases in the past, which have raised revenue, it is far less certain that further rate
increases would do so from the current rate levels at the Postal Service.

Finally, we have inconclusive evidence that both Internet
penetration and higher postal prices lead to more elastic
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demand behavior by US postal customers. … However, the
most conspicuous pattern seen in our estimates of price
elasticities is a recent tendency for confidence intervals to
expand dramatically. …Therefore, it is premature to conclude
that postal demand is becoming more elastic in the US even
though this is the pattern most evident in the graphs of
Appendix B. (page 21)
The five products they cite in the text as not having a constant elasticity appear
to differ somewhat from those shown in their own Table 3 . “A demand curve drawn for
a category of mail will be constant-elastic only when this coefficient is zero.” The
coefficient referred to is “PriceXPrice in Table 3. (See bottom of p. 18 text, compared to
Table 3, page 19.) Only two of their 18 products exhibit the 0.0 constant elasticity, First
Class workshared letters, flats and parcels, and outside county periodicals. Two other
products appear to be close to having constant elasticity, Standard nonprofit carrier
route and Express mail. A negative number indicates VES with own-price elasticity
rising as price increases. Eleven of their 18 products including single piece First Class
letters, flats and parcels have variable own-price elasticities (VES) when it comes to the
impact of the Internet, but the t statistics of some of these are low. Another principle
finding of this study was that the 95% confidence interval band was extremely wide
around the point estimate of -0.1, namely -0.6 to +0.4. Accordingly, the range is
presented in Table Seven in our analysis above, not the point estimate. A positive ownprice elasticity is at odds with economic theory and may indicate their model is misspecified The authors stress that the calculation of the own price elasticity in this paper
did not involve calculating cross price elasticities although another of their 2013 papers
did use cross-price elasticities and estimated the own-price elasticity at -0.846.
16. Cigno, M., Patel, E. and Pearsall, E., (2013), “Estimates of U. S. Postal Price
Elasticities of Demand Derived from a Random-Coefficient Discrete-Choice Normal
Model”, in Crew M. and Kleindorfer, P. (editors) Reforming the Postal Sector in the Face
of Electronic Competition, EE, 2013
The authors use a matrix of postal product cross price elasticities based on
USPS volume data to show that when included in an econometric demand model, the
own-price elasticity of Single-Piece FCLM is -0.846. This finding came under severe
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attack by the USPS OIG study of USPS postal demand models released May 1, 2013.
USPS demand models have not used any cross price elasticities for several years, and
produce own-price elasticities for Single-Piece as low as -0.09, -0.157 and -0.189
depending on the years and what is included in the definition of singe-piece FCLM.
(See Section IV. C. of the analysis for a critique of how this and other studies were
summarized in the OIG consultants’ report.)

17. Jarosik, M., Nankervis, J, Pope, J., Soteri, S., and Vereute-McKay, L., “Letter Traffic
Demand in the UK: Some New Evidence and Review of Econometric Analysis Over the
Past Decade”, in Crew and Kleindorfer, (editors), Reforming the Postal Sector in the
Face of Electronic Competition, EE, 2013.
Jarosik et al. estimate the long-run own-price elasticity for UK First Class letter
mail as -0.44, where the cross price elasticity with respect to second class non-presort
letters is +0.24. (page 202). They also note that between 1999 and 2008, “the estimated
price elasticities for “total traffic” in mail volume may have increased somewhat over
time (from around -0.2 to -0.3). (page 206).

18. 2013 USPS Econometric Demand Models. (Equations filed equations January 22, 2013,
Narrative on those 1/22/2013 equations filed July 1, 2013. Revised demand model
estimates with data through FY2013Q3 filed September 26, 2013 in R2013-11 and
references July 1 Narrative as an explanation of that filing.)
The own-price elasticity for single piece letters (flats, and cards) is -0.157 in the
latest USPS econometric demand models submitted with the exigent rate filing on
September 26, 2013. For single piece letters alone (LFP), the own-price elasticity is 0.192, the same as in 2009, with 2010 and 2011 having been -0.182 and -0.189
respectively. Evidently, the “official” SP elasticity now includes letters and cards only.
For 2012, this elasticity was -0.09. For workshared FCLM, the own-price elasticity is 0.345. The model for Single-Piece FCLM is a CES demand equation without cross-price
elasticities for any postal or electronic substitutes.
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19. Bozzo, T., Capogrossi, K., Eakin, K., and Srinivasan,, M. “Is Demand for Market
Dominant Products of the US Postal Service Becoming More Own Price Elastic?”
USPS OIG (2013), Report #RARC-WP-13-008, Christensen Associates, May 1, 2013.
This report by OIG (No. RARC-WP-13-008) is an 8 page essay in persuasion
based on and followed by an outside “open-minded, rigorous” 52 page review of the
demand for postal products by Christensen Associates, Inc. (CAI). (OIG cover letter,
dated May 1, 2013).

For Single-Piece FCLM, CAI examined the USPS econometric demand models
for January 2012 and January 2013. CAI makes certain changes and corrections to the
baseline USPS demand models. They alter the distributed lag price variables to
eliminate the volatility of results, for example “anomalous results such as large positive
elasticities.) (pages 19-20.) They use all four lags of the price index variable for all
products instead of constraining the elasticities to zero for certain lags in some
products (which has typically in USPS demand models included the single piece
demand equation). CAI also changes the non-linear Intervention Analysis used for some
products. When all these changes are made to the USPS baseline model, the CAI
estimate of the January 2012 own-price elasticity estimate for Single-Piece letters (LFP)
is -0.331 using data through FY2011 rather than the Postal Service’s estimate of -0.189.
Its estimate of the modified USPS baseline model for January 2013 is -0.347 for SinglePiece letters and cards, whereas the Postal Service’s estimate is -0.09.
CAI rejects the USPS models’ stationarity assumption for Single-Piece price
indexes as a result of KPSS and ADF tests at a 2.5% significance level (but not at a
1.0% level). It also rejects the stationarity assumption for some other product variables
for price indexes, volumes and economic activity variables. As a result, he authors
investigated error correction model (ECM) specifications of the USPS demand
models.67 They do this for the traditional Single-Piece volume demand data (LFP) rather
than the letters and cards data. Using their corrected baseline USPS model for FY2011

67

ECM and vector ECM are fairly standard, if not universal, techniques used in recent econometric demand model
studies of European postal data.
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and ECM, CAI finds the own-price elasticity for Single-Piece FCLM is -0.151 and using
data available through FY2012, they find the Single-Piece elasticity to be -0.144.

The analysis overall examines an extremely limited set of options for estimating
postal econometric demand functions and recommends certain minor changes that the
Postal Service should make in its econometric demand modeling. It also purports to
show that U. S. postal own-price elasticities are not changing, or if they are, they are
falling..

CAI lists seven main findings in its examination of the 2012 version of USPS
econometric demand equations submitted by USPS to the Commission on January 22,
2013. First, “demand for postal products has remained own price inelastic”. Second,
“[a]s a theoretical matter, the total effect of all technological changes on the price
elasticity of postal services is ambiguous.” Third, while the 2012 baseline USPS
demand equations can be used to test whether elasticities have changed, the “models
have lost some economic content over successive model revisions”, because of the
deletion of cross-price elasticities and electronic substitution effects. Fourth, “[n]either
the Postal Service’s January, 2012 models nor the alternative models in the CRRI
conference papers explicitly allow for own price elasticities that change over time.” Fifth,
rolling and recursive analysis undertaken by CAI to test underlying conditions in
demand elasticities “are somewhat limited in that they require relatively long samples of
quarterly data to obtain reasonable estimates of the own price elasticity, among other
demand model parameters. As a result, it is not possible to run the demand models
solely on data after the Great Recession or other recent events.” Sixth, USPS has made
errors in believing that demand data are stationary, and error correction methods of
analysis should be used to address that specification error. Seventh, own price
elasticities for the Postal Service’s market dominant products “are relatively stable over
longer sample periods”. (pages 5-6).

With regard to CAI finding one, the issue is not so much whether own-price
elasticities have remained inelastic over time, they probably have. The questions are,
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rather, twofold. At what level are they? And, if close enough to a unitary elasticity, could
a three cent price increase (in the case of single piece FCLM) push the own price
elasticity over -1.0, causing the Postal Service to lose revenue relative to the volume at
current rates? Implied in the question is whether the own price elasticity of demand has
changed with the rise of internet competition and if so by how much.

With regard to CAI finding two, there is no ambiguity at all on the clear cut
direction of the relative prices of letter mail and esubstitutes since the advent of email
products from the Internet and broadband in particular. One does not need to know the
exact magnitude of this change in relative prices in order to test a reasonable range of
such changes because the direction is well known.

Econometric demand equations for U. S. postal volumes can be structured in the
same way many simulation models are in European studies. Relative prices of letters in
real terms can be set constant (or rising or falling slowly), and of esubstitutes falling by
zero in real terms (the USPS case since no cross price elasticities are used) and falling
by varying percentages per quarter and per year. The impact on the own price elasticity
of demand can then be directly measured from varying assumptions about the rate at
which the prices of esubstitutes are falling relative to letter mail prices. In our view, a
hybrid “empirical content based simulation” is a far more useful way of estimating the
impact of esubstitutes on mail volume demand than highly imperfect alternatives to
esubstitute prices such as Intervention Analysis or proxy quantity variables that are
highly flawed as alternatives to Internet cross price elasticity time series data.

With regard to CAI findings three and four, the comparisons of the 2012 USPS
econometric demand models with “recent CRRI conference papers” is entirely
misleading both because CAI mischaracterized the relatively few CRRI papers they
selected for comparison, and because the much wider sample of CRRI papers and
related studies using European postal data that were available to be compared, have
conclusions strongly at odds with nearly all of the seven CAI “main findings”. These
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points are covered more fully in the body of the analysis of Appendix B in the CAI study
in Section IV. C.

CAI finding five qualifies or weakens their conclusion in finding seven that postal
own-price elasticities in the U. S. are “relatively stable” with no evidence of “recent
structural breaks”. (CAI, Appendix B, page 6). Rolling and recursive coefficient analysis
to test the validity of the CES assumption in postal demand models is “somewhat limited
in that they require relative long samples of quarterly data to obtain reasonable
estimates of the own-price elasticity…”. (Appendix B, page 6). Finally, CAI is correct in
finding six that there is a specification error in the 2012 USPS econometric demand
models that leads to an incorrect conclusion that the demand data are stationary. In its
September 26, 2013 filing in R2013-11, the Postal Service appears to have ignored
CAI’s advice to correct this by doing an ECM model.

APPENDIX VI
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Relative Prices Are the Only Way to Correctly Conceptualize a Postal Demand
Function in the Presence of Intense Competition from Diversion
There has been considerable debate over the past few years as to whether
cross-price elasticities should be included or excluded from postal demand equations.
USPS witness Thress does not use cross-price elasticities in his 2013 econometric
demand equations, and has not used them starting with the demand equations filed at
the Commission on January 20, 2010. He explains his reasoning in response to ChIR
#8 question 5, filed with the Commission on March 8, 2010. In R2006-1, GCA witness
Clifton in GCA-T-1 argued that cross-price elasticities should be used in the SinglePiece econometric demand equation; however, limited data available for
telecommunications products and services did not allow his basic VES demand function
to formally incorporate cross-price elasticities for esubstitutes.

Cigno et al. (2013) incorporate several postal product cross-price elasticities in
their estimation of the own-price elasticity for Single-Piece FCLM, but do not include any
esubstitute cross-price elasticity. Bozzo et al. in the May 1, 2013 USPS OIG study of
USPS econometric demand models from Christensen Associates Inc. criticize Cigno et
al. (2013) for not including an esubstitute cross-price elasticity (even though time series
price data is not available in the U.S. with which to calculate such an esubstitute
elasticity), but castigate them for including postal cross-price elasticities even though U.
S. time series price data is available to make such calculations.

To bring the debate full-circle and up to date, Bozzo et al. (2013) while generally
approving of the Postal Service’s approach to its econometric demand models, criticize
those models for not including cross-price elasticities and for not including explicit timeseries variables that measure the quantity of Internet substitutes. However, Bozzo et al.
themselves fail to include cross-price elasticities in their own ECM model using U.S.
postal time series data. It is highly unlikely they could have estimated as low an ownprice elasticity of demand for Single-Piece FCLM as they did had cross-price variables
been included in the estimation.
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If one is talking about the inclusion or exclusion of a cross-price elasticity for
esubstitutes per se, the point to be made in this appendix is that any valid postal
demand function in the presence of Internet substitution must include such a cross-price
elasticity from time series data, either explicitly or as a simulation. The reason is
because underlying the debate over cross-price elasticities is the fundamental
microeconomic principle from the theory of value that all prices under competitive
conditions are relative prices. In the context of today’s intensely competitive
communications market, this refers to the price(s) of letter mail relative to the price(s) of
esubstitutes. Time series quantity variables for esubstitutes can never replace, or
substitute for, explicit or simulated relative price data if one is concerned with an
accurate own-price elasticity for First Class letter mail. Neither minimizing mean square
errors (MSE) or its dual, maximizing R2, can trump sound microeconomic theory in the
construction of an applied econometrics demand function. No textbook on the theory of
econometrics would ever say it can.
The Postal Service’s econometric demand models were created about thirty
years ago under market conditions when it had an economic monopoly on letter mail,
created in part by its legal monopoly. In modern times it was treated as a regulated
utility, and the federal regulatory body was charged with seeking to ensure that postal
prices came as close as possible to resembling those that would prevail in a competitive
market. This was accomplished through a system of cost-based rate regulation. It was
appropriate for the applied econometric demand models first developed by Prof. George
Tolley, and later advanced and refined by USPS witness Thress to take the following
form under conditions of monopoly:

Ln Q = a + Ln PL + Ln Xi
where Q is postal volume, PL is postal letter price, and Xi are other factors affecting
demand beyond price.
Consider the following relative price situation under today’s competitive conditions:
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Time Period Simulation

Price
PL
PE

1
1.0
1.0

2
1.0
0.75

3
1.0
0.50

4
1.0
0.25

…………
…………

N
1.0
0.0

This reflects the fundamental fact of the price of postage, PL, compared to the
price of using the Internet for postal – type products such as email and transactions
payments PE. In periods 1 – (N-1) we assume the real price of postage at the margin
remains the same. In period one, the relative price, PE / PL is the same (1.0/1.0 = 1)
and there is no incentive on price grounds to use one product over the other. In period
2, the relative price begins to change as a result of the declining cost and consequent
growth of broadband and the proliferation of esubstitutes that have accompanied it.

In the table above, the price of the internet has gone down relative to postage
prices from 1.0 to 0.75. It does not matter which way we compute the relative price, the
important point from microeconomic theory is that the quoted price in U. S. dollars and
cents is always a relative price.

Using PL/PE as the relationship, the relative price of postage continues to go up
in periods 3 and 4, from 1.33 to 2.0 to 4.0. The inexorable increase in postage prices is
not a result driven by a rate cap case under PAEA or an exigent rate case. The rising
(relative) price of postage is not a result of decision makers at the Postal Service, its
Board of Governors, the Commission or the U. S. Congress. It is dictated by
competitive market forces working aggressively against the Postal Service’s current
letter price offerings.

Consider the difference between computing postal price elasticities based on the
relative price concept from economic theory as opposed to how a businessman (or a
monopolist, or a bygone NPO of decades ago) might compute such an elasticity.
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(1)
(2)

Ln Q = a + Ln (PL/PE)
Ln Q = a + Ln PL – Ln PE

(3)

Ln Q = a + Ln PL

Equations (1) and (2) are correctly specified in that the price PL is the price of postage
relative to the price of esubstitutes in a market where competitive conditions prevail.
The concepts of opportunity cost and consumer choice require that prices be relative
prices in economics, especially under competitive conditions. The PE variable in the
second equation is the cross price elasticity for a particular substitute, in our case the
esubstitute.68

If own price elasticities are calculated correctly under competitive conditions, they
must based on relative prices and must include the net effect after cross price
elasticities based on the concept of relative prices are figured in. USPS (Thress) and
USPS OIG (Bozzo) do not use functional forms based on relative prices. Their version
of equation (1) despite the transformation from the monopoly of three decades ago to
intensely competitive conditions still remains equation (3) above: Ln Q = a + Ln PL.69
Their omission of cross-price elasticities is, at bottom, an untenable position that one
can compute an own-price elasticity of demand under competitive conditions by
abandoning the concept of relative prices in the theory of value, the very core of
microeconomic theory.

One does not have to have a good empirical variable for PE to stay true to the
concept of relative prices and the incorporation of a cross-price elasticity into a demand
equation based on it. Neither the Postal Service nor the Commission need wander in a
maze of quantity-based substitute variables in a postal demand equation, and then
68

Cigno and Pearsall’s elasticities in their 2012 paper are correctly calculated based on the fundamental
microeconomic principles of opportunity cost, consumer utility theory and relative prices in that they compute a matrix
of cross price elasticities in order to isolate true own-price elasticities for several postal products. Unfortunately,
esubstitutes is not one of those competing products because U.S. price data is not available.
69
Bozzo conjures up totally subjective “survey” type reasons why he omits cross price elasticities in his work for
USPS OIG. (See, for example his critique of Cigno et al. (2013) on page53) None of these have any merit because if
a cross price elasticity can in fact be omitted, that will show up objectively in the cross price calculations, not some
conversation with postal management.
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abandon all esubstitute measures whether quantity or price in favor of amorphous
trends that patch over the basic structure of an econometric demand model like a bandaid because it no longer works.

In the absence of a time series of direct esubstitute prices, one can introduce a
simulation into the econometric model because it is known with certainty what the
direction of relative prices between letter mail and esubstitutes is over time. It is only the
rate of the change that is unknown, but various simulations can be run based on such
evidence as we do have of the rate of change of relative prices. The process by which
one or a range of rates of change in relative prices is chosen for postal forecasts may
be less deterministic than an own-price elasticity without a cross-price elasticity for
esubstitutes, but it would be far more helpful to the Postal Service and the Commission,
as well as other interests, to have a less deterministic estimate and a more realistic
range of estimates involving some Bayesian techniques.
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